









David N. Allan Park aka Lee Triangle in 1900
looking from between stop sign on Route
155 and edge of George Bennett Road down
Lee Hook Road. Grange Hall on left second James
Walker house on right (original burned down in
1924) and Curtis P. Stimpson house in middle.
Picture courtesy of
Donna Eisenhard, Town Secretary
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Charles Brady was a quiet, thoughtful man who
loved the Town of Lee and its forests, fields, and farms.
Although he grew up \r\ Newmarket, graduating from its
High School \r\ 1933, most of his life was spent \r\ Lee,
where he farmed and served a term as Selectman in the
late 1960's.
Charles attended the Thompson School of Agri-
culture at UNH for two years, and In 1943 bought the
Lee Hook Farm in Lee, where he raised prize-winning
Holsteins for more than three decades. His dairy farm
was highly regarded and he received many awards for
the quality of nis cattle and farm operations.
In 1976 Charles sold the Lee Hook portion of his
farm (now called the Ath-Mor Holstein Farm) and moved
to the back section of his land, known as the "Sawyer
Piece", off Wadleigh Falls Road. There he continued
farming until his death in 2006, raising Belted Galloway
beef cattle and Percheron horses.
In addition to serving as a Town Selectman, from
1967 to 1970, Charles was also one of the original mem-
bers of the Lee Volunteer Fire Department. For most
of his adult life he was active in the local, state and na-
tional Grange, serving for many years as the Master of
the Jeremiah Smith Grange in Lee and was a 75-year
member. Along with Alice Dudley and other Grange
members, he helped to found the now famous Lee Coun-
try Fair, where he was often seen with his team of
Percheron horses, giving hay rides to delighted children
and adults.
As a manifestation of his love of agriculture and
the land, Charles Brady decided in 1999 to have a con-
servation easement placed on his 60-acre farm. Under
the easement terms, this handsome property of rolling
fields and woods, much of it bordering the Lamprey
River, will never be developed. Insieadi, it will remain
forever in agriculture and forestry, serving as a fitting
memorial to a man whose life was devoted to the cultiva-




A resident of Lee for twenty years,
John Corey served as Town Treas-
urer from 1995 until his untimely
death in 2006. A careful watchdog
of town monies, he was universally
respected and liked for his skills
and his genial temperament.
John grew up in the City of
Manchester, where his father once
served as a member of the state
legislature. After graduating from
Memorial High School, John enlisted
in the U. S. Air Force, where he
served for twenty years as a Tech-
nical Sergeant and, eventually an
auditor. He and his wife, Carla, and
children, Tim, Mark, A Debbie, were
stationed in New York, Texas, Alaska, North Dakota
and New Hampshire (Pease), and overseas in Germany
and Turkey.
While in the Air Force, John began to accumulate
college credits and eventually graduated from the Uni-
versity of North Dakota with a degree in accounting.
Upon retirement, he worked as an auditor for the De-
partment of Defense, and later as a controller for Exo-
thermics \n Amherst, New Hampshire.
John enjoyed living in Lee, where he could engage
in his favorite hobbies of fishing, gardening and main-
taining his blueberry farm. He especially enjoyed walk-
ing his dogs, Joy and Holly, and taking his grandchildren
to the annual fishing derby.
John will be remembered as a caring and decent
man, who was devoted to his family and who served his
country and community.
JPF
In appreciation for your many years of exemplary service to the
Town. You have shaped the past, present and future of Lee.
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Hours: 8 am to 4 pm Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday. Closed Thursday .
Diane L. Guimond, Town Administrator
Donna Eisenhard, Secretary
Faye Keniston, Bookkeeper
TOWN CLERK-TAX COLLECTOR 659-2964
Hours: 8 am to 6 pm Monday. 8 am to 4 pm Wednesday




PLANNING AND ZONING- BUILDING INSPECTOR
Hours: 8 am to 4 pm Monday through Friday
Public Office Hours: 8:30 am to 2 :30 pm Monday
through Friday .






OVERSEER OF WELFARE 659-4528
Hours: By Appointment
Suzanne DeRocchi, Supervisor
Diane L. Guimond, Assistant
Caren Rossi-Pressey, Assistant
POLICE 659-5866
Hours: Monday through Friday 8 am to 4 pm
Chester Murch, Chief
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TOWN OF LEE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Minutes of the 2006 Town Meeting
March 14, 2006
The March 2006 Lee Town Meeting was called to order
at 8:00 a.m. at Mast Way School by Moderator Dale T
Swanson. Mr. Swanson read the Town warrant: To the
inhabitants of the Town Lee, County of Strafford,
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town af-
fairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the Mast Way
School on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March 2006
to act on the following subjects:
(Polls will open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.)
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensu-
ing year.
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the changes pro-
posed to the Lee Zoning Ordinance and/or Building
codes.
Present were Moderator Dale Swanson, Assistant Mod-
erator J. Phillip Stetson, Supervisors of the Checklist:
Clara Kustra, Marian Kelsey, and Carlo Corey. Penelope
A. Stetson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, and assistant
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Linda R. Reinhold were also
present.
Sworn in as Ballot Clerks were Jacqueline Neill, Janice
Neill, Doree Townsend, Patricia Jenkins, Melvin Jenkins,
Joan Seeley, J. Derek Seeley, Laura 6und, James Banks,
Marianne Earhart.
Moderator Swanson closed the polls at 7:00 p.m., and
the Lee Town Meeting was recessed to March i5, 2006,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Mast Way School.
Moderator Swanson reconvened the March 2006 meet-
ing on Wednesday, March 15, 2006 at 7:30 p.m. Mr.
Swanson noted that he does not adhere strictly to Rob-
erts, Rule of Order; he believes \n a strong sense of
reasonable order, common sense and civility. Moderator
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Swanson also wanted to point out that we have a very
lengthy warrant article agenda before us. He noted
that tnis is a legislative session it's your opportunity to
be heard. Mr. Swanson noted he did not want to curtail
debate or discussion; however, he would ask that com-
ments be as brief as possible, as succinct as possible: he
would like to try to eliminate redundant statement or
remarks. He wants to give everyone an opportunity to
be heard. Moderator Swanson noted there are two
mikes and asked speakers to go to either one and iden-
tify themself. If anyone wishes to present an amend-
ment to any article, that amendment must be reduced to
writing ana signed and presented to the clerk. We have
some forty-one articles to address tonight. Mr. Swan-
son stated that he did not want to go beyond midnight;
in that case the meeting will continue another night.
"
Moderator Swanson read the results of the town elec-
tions that were held on Tuesday. Results are listed be-
low.
MODERATOR
For Two Years vote for not More than one
Dale T. Swanson 547
SELECTMEN
For Three Years vote for not More than one
Dwight Barney 242
Frank Reinhold Jr. 339
TOWN CLERK-TAX COLLECTOR
For Two Year vote for not More than one
Linda R. Reinhold 549
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
For Three Years vote for not More than one
Scott Bugbee 504
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST




For Three Years vote for not More than one
Annamar'ie Gasowsk'i 535
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
For Two Years vote for not More than one
Margaret Dolan 534
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
For One Years vote for not More than two
Catherine R. Swanson 489
Loretta H. Lavac 356
CEMETERY TRUSTEE
For Three Years vote for not More than one
Jacquelyn Neill 507
ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
For Three Years vote for not More than one
Scott Bugbee write in
ARTICLE II
Question 1. Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #1 as proposed by the Lee Planning
Board to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Items underlined and bold are to be deleted and the new
text is in Italics.
Changes/Amendments to the 2005 Lee Zoning Ordi-
nance is as follows:
Article II: Definitions: (replace the following Agricul-
ture definition with the definition in italics.
Agriculture, Farm, Farming: The word "farm"
shall mean any land and/or building or struc-
tures on or in which agriculture and farming
operations are carried on and shall include the
residence or residences of owners, occupants,
or employees located on such land. The words
"agriculture" and "farming" shall mean all op-
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erations of a farm such as the cultivation's,
conserving and tillage of the soil, dairying,
greenhouse operations, the production, cultiva-
tion, growing and harvesting of any agricul-
tural, Agricultural, sod, or horticultural com-
modities, the raising of livestock, bees, fur-
bearing animals, poultry or fish-farm or any
practices on the farm as an incident to or in
conjunction with such farming operations includ-
ing but not necessarily restricted to the fol-
lowing: preparation for market, delivery to
storage or to market, or to carriers for trans-
portation to market of any products or materi-
als from the farm; the transportation to the
farm of supplies and materials; the transporta-
tion of farm workers; forestry or lumbering
operations; the marketing or selling at whole-
sale or retail or in any other manner any prod-
ucts from the farm and other related supplies
that do not exceed in average yearly dollar
volume the value of products from the tarm.
Agriculture, Farm, Farming:
J.J The word "farm" means any land, buildings or struc-
tures on or in which agriculture and farming activities
are carried out or conducted and shall include the resi-
dence or residences of owners, occupants, or employees
located on such land. Structures shall include all farm
outbuildings used in the care of livestock, in the produc-
tion and storage of fruit, vegetables, or nursery stock,
in the production of maple syrup, the production of an-
nual or perennial plants, and any other structures used
in the agricultural operations.
2.) The words "agriculture" and "farming" shall mean all
operations of the farm, but shall not be limited to:
a.) The cultivation, conservation, and tillage of the soil,
b.) The storage, use, and application of fertilizers, ma
nures and other soil amendments,
c.) The storage, use, and application of agricultural
crop protection materials,
d.) The raising and sale of livestock, including but not
limited to; dairy cows and the production of milk and
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other dairy products, beef animals, swine, sheep, goats,
domesticated strains of buffalo or bison, llamas, al-
pacas, emu, ostriches, yaks, elk, fallow deer, red deer,
and reindeer,
e.) The breeding, board, raising, training, riding instruc-
tion, and selling of equines,
f.) The commercial raising, harvesting, and sale of fish
or other aquaculture products,
g.) The raising, breeding and sale of poultry or game
birds,
h.) The raising of bees and the production of honey,
i.) The raising, breeding, and sale of domesticated
strains of fur-bearing animals,
j.) The production andsale of greenhouse crops,
k) The production, cultivation, growing, harvesting, and
sale of any other agricultural, floriculture, forestry, or
horticultural crops including, but not limited to, berries,
herbs, maple syrup, fruit, vegetables, tree fruit and
nuts, flowers, seeds, grasses, nursery stock, sod, trees
and tree products, including Christmas trees, trees
grown for short rotation fiber, or any other plant that
can be legally grown and harvested for sale or subsis-
tence,
I.) Any other practice or activity on the farm incident
to, or in conjunction with such farming operations, in-
cluding , but not restricted to:
1.) Preparation for market, delivery to storage, mar-
kets or other distribution points, of any products or ma-
terials from the farm,
2.) The transportation to the farm of supplies and ma-
terials,
3.) The transportation of farm workers,
4.) Forestry or lumbering operations,
5.) The irrigation ofgrowing crops, from private, public
and or other riparian water supplies where not prohib-
itedby regulation,
6.) The marketing or selling at wholesale or retail, or in
any other manner on-site and off-site, any products
from the farm, and other related supplies or materials
that do not exceed an average yearly dollar volume the
value of the products from the farm,
7.) A roadside farm stand or farm market, as defined
below, shall be considered part of an agricultural or
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Farm Market
The purpose of the farm market is to provide opportuni-
ties for agricultural producers to retail their products
directly to consumers and enhance income through value
-added products, services and activities. Permitted ac-
tivities include but are not limited to; the marketing of
agricultural products, products that are agriculture-
related, including specialty foods, gift items, mass pro-
duced items that reflect the history and culture of ag-
riculture and rural America; crafts; agricultural tourism,
pick-your-own operations; community supported agricul-
ture; farm vacations. If the Farm Market includes any
permanent structures/buildings, they are subject to the
current Zoning Regulations in the Town of Lee and sub-
ject to site review by the Town of Lee's Planning Board.
Roadside Farm Stand
The purpose of a temporary roadside farm stand is to
allow farmers, who are actively farming, low cost en-
trance into direct marketing their farm products. It is
characterized as a direct marketing operation, is sea-
sonal in nature, and features on-farm produce as well as
locallyproduced agricultural products, enhanced agricul-
tural products and handmade crafts. Permitted activi-
ties include: but are not limited to: the marketing of ag-
ricultural products, products that are agriculture-
related, including specialty foods, gift items, mass pro-
duced items that reflect the history and culture of ag-
riculture and rural America; crafts, pick-your-own
fruits, vegetable and nuts; community supported agricul-
ture (CSA), agricultural tourism. The roadside farm
stand is required to be registered with the Town of Lee.
Any temporary buildings/structures are exempt from
the derinition of building/structures as defined in
Article V, Residential Zone of the 2006 Town of Lee
Zoning Ordinance as amended - ( example if future
changes are done to the Articles it may change the
numbering) and Article XV, Wet soils Conservation
Zone ana they are exempt from the Setback provi-
sions from Article V, Residential Zone and Article
19
XV, Wet Soils Conservation Zone
Agricultural Tourism
The purpose of Agricultural Tourism is to attract
people to farms, promote the sale of agricultural
products using agriculture related tours, events and
activities, as well as to supplement farm income.
These tours, events, activities include, but are not
limited to petting farms, farm animal attraction,
school tours, outdoor trails, crop mazes, hayrides,
pony rides, livestock and or equine events, group pic-
nics, on-and-off site food catering services, craft
shows, outdoor recreation, and educational activities.
If a fee is charged, in order to be a permitted use,
the farm must be actively producing agricultural
products for sale. Farms where the seller is not ac-
tively producing agriculturalproducts for sale will re-
quire a Special Exception.
YES 537 NO 59
Question 2. Are you \n favor of the adoption of
Amendment #2 as proposed by the Planning Board
to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Items underlined and bold are to be deleted and the
ne\N text is in Italics.
Changes/Amendments to the 2005 Lee Zoning Ordi-
nance Article V, Section D is as follows:
Article V, Section D
D. SPECIAL EXCEPTION
The purpose of this section is to allow, on a selective
basis, certain types of low- impact enterprises to be
located in the residential zone. The intent is not to
allow such enterprises in the midst of compact resi-
dential subdivisions or neighborhoods, but rather in
areas which are otherwise suitable to such uses.
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Such enterprises should be low-impact \r\ terms of
noise, lighting, hours of operations, traffic, etc., so as to
inflict as little disturbance as possible on the quality of
life of nearby residences.
Special Exception shall be required for any use requiring
expanded parking facilities, a sign over four (4) square
feet \r\ area, outside storage of materials, or agents or
employees other than the owner and his spouse and chil-
dren. A Special Exception shall be obtained from the
Zoning Board of Adjustment according to the criteria
set forth \r\ Article XXI herein and New Hampshire RSA
674:33. Site Approval must be obtained from the Plan-
ning Board unless waived. If a building \s to be erected,
a Building Permit must also be obtained from the Build-
ing Inspector.
The following are the only uses which may be permit-
ted by Special Exception:
Antique Shops
Barbershops and Beauty Salons
Day Care Centers and Nursery Schools
Mqribusiness's , Nurseries, Farm stands (Beyond that
permitted by Article II)
Professional Office
Real Estate Offices
Craft Shops, Woodworking or Cabinetry
Nursing Homes, Retirement Homes,
Kennels
Public Utility Boxes and Equipment
Bed A Breakfast - Site Review required by Plan-
ning board
*Note this change \s being purposed as m keeping with
the proposed changes in the definition of Agriculture \r\
Article II. Therefore the two have been redefined.
Article V, Section D
D. SPECIAL EXCEPTION
The purpose of this section is to allow, on a selective ba-
sis, certain types of low-impact enterprises to be lo-
cated in the residential zone. The intent is not to allow
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such enterprises in the midst of compact residential
subdivisions or neighborhoods, but rather in areas which
are otherwise suitable to such uses. Such enterprises
should be low-impact in terms of noise, lighting, hours of
operations, traffic, etc., so as to inflict as little distur-
bance as possible on the quality of life of nearby resi-
dences.
Special Exception shall be required for any use requiring
expanded parking facilities, a sign over four (4) square
feet in area, outside storage of materials, or agents or
employees other than the owner and his spouse and chil-
dren. A Special Exception shall be obtained from the
Zoning Board of Adjustment according to the criteria
set forth in Article XXI herein andNew Hampshire RSA
674:33. Site Approval must be obtained from the Plan-
ning Board unless waived. If a building is to be erected,
a Bui/ding Permit must also be obtained from the Build-
ing Inspector.
The following are uses which may be permitted by
Special Exception:
Antique Shops
Barbershops and Beauty Salons




Craft Shops, Woodworking or Cabinetry
Nursing Homes, Retirement Homes,
Kennels
Public Utility Boxes and Equipment
Bed St Breakfast - Site Review required by Plan-
ning Board 1
YES 503 NO 108
Question 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #3 as proposed by the Lee Planning
Board to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Items underlined and bold are to be deleted and the new
text is in Italics.
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Changes/Amendments to the 2005 Lee Zoning Ordi-
nance Article III, Section D is as follows:
Article III
D. AGRICULTURE: Normal agricultural practices
shall be permitted in all zones (See the definition in Ar-
ticle II herein) according to the following standards:
l.Animals shall be housed in structures not less than one
hundred (100) feet from adjacent property lines.
2. A piggery or poultry farm (defined as more than four
(4) animal or bird units by the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture) shall require a Site Approval and Special Excep-
tion under the terms of this ordinance. (An animal unit
equals 2 1/2 adult pigs or 32 adult birds.)
3. When agricultural practices involve the selling of
products to a retail market on the site.
Site Approval by the Planning Board shall be re-
quired wnere there will be permanent parking and/or
structures m excess of that which would be required
for normal residential use. Temporary structures for
seasonal farm stands must be removed upon conclusion
of the seasonal activity.
Article III
D . AGRICUL TURE: Normal agricultural practices shall
be permitted in all zones (See the definition in Arti-
cle II herein) according to the following standards:
1. Animals shall be housed in structures not less than
one hundred (100) feet from adjacent property lines.
2. A piggery or poultry farm (defined as more than
four (4) animal or bird units by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture) shall require a Site Approval and Special
Exception under the terms of this ordinance. (An ani-
mal unit equals 2 1/2 adult pigs or 32 adult birds.)
3. Agricultural practices as defined in Article II.
Temporary structures for seasonal farm stands must
be removed upon conclusion of the seasonal activity.
The roadside farm stand is required to be registered
with the Town of Lee.
YES 496 NO 102
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Mr. Swanson turned the meeting over to Selectmen
Barney, who had a few brief announcements. Selectmen
Barney congratulated Frank Reinhold for being elected
as Selectman. He stated that the eighteen years that
he has been serving has been very enjoyable and he cer-
tainly hopes that the town will give Frank the support In
his years of being a selectman as he has received for
the past eighteen years.
Mr. Barney presented Penny Stetson with a token of ap-
preciation for her service to the town, a gift certificate
to Three Chimneys Inn and a beautiful bouquet of flow-
ers. He then read a Red Cross Proclamation that each
of the towns In the State received, due to the length of
this proclamation In the interest of time, Mr. Barney
read only a small portion of it. The entire proclamation
will be included In the town records on a separate page.
March is Red Cross Month Proclamation 2006
Americans have a long history of rising to meet humani-
tarian challenges, and the American Red Cross Is a
leader In these efforts. Since 1881, the American Red
Cross has met disaster with compassion and courage.
During American Red Cross Month, we honor this dedi-
cation and reaffirm the importance of volunteering time
and contributing resources to make our communities and
the world better
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Dwight Barney, Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen In virtue of the authority vested In
me by the State of New Hampshire, County of Straf-
ford, Town of Lee, do hereby proclaim March 2006 as
American Red Cross month. I urge all Americans to con-
tinue to give blood, volunteer their time, and give gener-
ously to the American Red Cross and its local offices.
Lee is a place where we take care of each other. When
you help the American Red Cross, you help our seacoasi
community.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
this fifteenth day of hAarch, In the year of our Lord two
thousand six, and of the independence of the United
States of America the two hundred and twenty-ninth.
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OPERATING BUDGET
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two million seyen hundred ninety-four
thousand, seyer\ hundred forty-four dollars and fifty
-two cents ($2,794,744.52) for general municipal op-
erations. (The Selectmen recommend this appropria-
tion. Majority vote required).
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Article 3 moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Se-
lectmen Barney
Mr. Ford noted the operating budget has increased over
last year by 9.5%. Selectmen Ford noted that the
health Insurance cost has increased 19%, fuel and gaso-
line has had an impact, also the highway department has
had an increase In the cost of salt, sand, and asphalt.
We have also put in the budget salary for a full time po-
sition \n the highway department.
Mr. Ford noted that if you add the operating budget
and all the warrant articles are passed, along with the
school and county budget his estimated tax rate would
be $27.31 per thousand; this would be a $2.88 increase.
The school tax would be $20.41, he town would be
$4.60, and the county $2.30.
James Banks moved to amend article 3 to increase
Planning <& Zoning by $2000.00 to put back the con-
tingency fund, wnich was cut from previous years for
a total of $2,796,744, seconded by John LaCourse.
Motion to amend adopted
After some discussion William Henze moved the ques-
tion
ARTICLE 3 ADOPTED AS AMENDED
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for re-
pairs and improvements to the Town Buildings. (The Se-
lectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required).
Article 4 moved by Diane Guimond, seconded by Select-
men Wellington
ARTICLE 4 ADOPTED
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be depos-
ited with the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the Town
Buildings Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appro-
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priation. Majority vote required).
Article 5 moved by Diane Guimond, seconded by Select-
men Wellington
ARTICLE 5 ADOPTED
6. To see if the Town will vote to change the existing
Town Building Fund to an expendable trust fund, and to
name the Board of Selectmen as agent for the expendi-
ture of the money from this fund. (This requires a two-
third majority vote).
Article 6 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Selectmen Barney
A few spoke with concern on giving the selectmen con-
trol.
ARTICLE 6 DEFEATED Yes 108 No 72
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of sixty thousand five hundred sixty dollars
($60,560) for expenses of the Town Clerk and Tax Col-
lector and their office. Specifically as follows:
Tax Collector/Town Clerk $29,573
Deputy Tax Collector/Town Clerk $13,000








Binding Vital Records $1,500
Tax Lien Searches $2,000
Total $60,560
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required)




8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be de-
posited with the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the
Highway Bridge Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 8 moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 8 ADOPTED
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000) for
road reconstruction. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 9 moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 9 ADOPTED
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be
deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the
purchase of new Highway Equipment. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 10 moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 10 ADOPTED
11. To see if the Town will vote to establish an Expend-
able Capital Reserve Fund to purchase new Transfer
Station Equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with
the Trustees of the Trust Funds for this Capital Re-
serve Fund, and to name the Board of Selectmen as
agent for the expenditure of monies from this fund.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
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12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of up to forty-one thousand dollars
($41,000) for the purchase of a Solid Waste Skidsteer
for the Transfer Station. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 12 moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 12 ADOPTED
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be depos-
ited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the re-
pair and replacement of fire ponds and cisterns. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriations. Majority vote
required).
Article 13 moved by Peter Hoyt, seconded by Selectmen
Wellington
ARTICLE 13 ADOPTED
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be de-
posited with the Trustees of Trust Funds for the pur-
chase of new fire equipment. (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 14 moved by Peter Hoyt, seconded by Selectmen
Wellington
Bill McDowell stated that if it is legally possible that
next year we have a combined capital improvement plan,
a single warrant article for all trust fund warrants arti-
cles instead of voting on them one by one.
ARTICLE 14 ADOPTED
15. To see if the town will vote to change the existing
digital radio equipment trust fund to a personal protec-
tive equipment replacement fund and reclassify this to
an expendable fund allowing the Fire Chief to expend
funds with the approval of the Selectmen. This requires
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a two-third majority vote. Although this was approved
at last year's Town Meeting, the minutes did not reflect
the two-third majority acceptance.
Article 15 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Selectmen Barney
ARTICLE 15 ADOPTED YES 178 NO
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to be
deposited with the Trustees of Trust Funds for the
purchase of personal protective equipment for the Fire
Department. (The Selectmen recommend this appropria-
tion. Majority vote required).
Article 16 moved by Peter Hoyt, seconded by Selectmen
Barney
ARTICLE 16 ADOPTED
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) for the pur-
chase of a r\e\N Automatic External Defibrillator for the
Fire Department. (The Selectmen recommend this ap-
propriation. Majority vote required).
Article 17 moved by Peter Hoyt, seconded by Selectmen
Wellington
ARTICLE 17 ADOPTED
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to be de-
posited with the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Li-
brary Capital Reserve Fund. (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 18 moved by Carol E\zar\s, seconded by Lisa Morin
ARTICLE 18 ADOPTED
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty-two thousand eight hundred dollars
30
(^^ouu.uuj Tor me conservanon commission. ^ i ne se-
lectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required).
Article 19 moved by Bill Humm, seconded by Selectmen
Barney
ARTICLE 19 ADOPTED
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of seventeen thousand six hundred sixty-eight
dollars and eighty-two cents ($17,668.82) for the Dur-
ham Ambulance Corps (DAC). (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 20 moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Se-
lectmen Barney
ARTICLE 20 ADOPTED
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) when and if neces-
sary, for selective mosquito spraying, such spraying to
be governed by concern for the protection of wildlife
habitat and the safety and health of property owners
and residents. (Majority vote required).
Article 21 moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Se-
lectmen Barney
Mr. Ford made a motion to amend the article by re-
moving the word "spraying" and replace them witn the
word
'
control" . Seconded by Selectmen Barney.
Motion to amend adopted
ARTICLE 21 DEFEATED AS AMENDED
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to be de-
posited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the
Property Revaluation Fund. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required).
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Article 22 moved by Diane Guimond, seconded by Se-
lectmen Barney
ARTICLE 22 ADOPTED
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be depos-
ited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Ac-
crued Benefits Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 23 moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 23 ADOPTED
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be depos-
ited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Rec-
reation Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this ap-
propriation. Majority vote required).
Article 24 moved by Dawn Genes, seconded by Geoffrey
Carlton
hKs. Genes made a motion to amend the article to In-
crease the $5,000 to $10,000, seconded by Geof-
frey Carlton.
Motion to amend adopted
ARTICLE 24 ADOPTED AS AMENDED
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirteen thousand five hundred dollars
($13,500) for the purpose of recreational development
of Little River Park. (The Selectmen recommend this ap-
propriation. Majority vote required).




26. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty thousand eight hundred sixty dollars
($20,860) for the purchase and installation of com-
puters \r\ the Town Offices. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 26 moved by Diane Guimond, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
ARTICLE 26 ADOPTED
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of four thousand five hundred twenty-four dol-
lars and forty-three cents ($4,524.43) for Strafford
Regional Planning Commission. (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 27 moved by Mel Jenkins, seconded by Select-
men Wellington
ARTICLE 27 ADOPTED
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of two thousand two hundred dollars
($2,200) for the Town of Lee Heritage Commission.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 28 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Selectmen Barney
ARTICLE 28 ADOPTED
29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) out of the col-
lected cable franchise fees to purchase the following
equipment for Channel 13, the Town of Lee's Public Ac-
cess Television Station:
• One Electronic Bulletin Board System along with ca-
bles, playback equipment, music and racks and miscel-
laneous items necessary to allow Channel 13 to begin
broadcasting Lee-related items of public interest.
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• One field camera, tripod and monitor with which to
tape items of public interest. (Majority vote re-
quired).
Article 29 moved by Ann Wright, seconded by Select-
men Barney
ARTICLE 29 ADOPTED
30. To see if the Town will vote to place a conservation
easement on the right of way of the gravel portion of
Cartland Road to ensure that the roadsurface remains
unpaved, the historic stone walls remain and that the
road remain at its present width. (The Selectmen rec-
ommend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 30 moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Se-
lectmen Wellington
Jim Griswold presented a history and slide show on
Cortland Road
After a lengthy discussion Winf ield Bassage moved the
question
ARTICLE 30 ADOPTED
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
up to one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to be
added to the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund and
authorize the transfer of the June 30, 2006 fund bal-
ance in that amount for this purpose. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required).
Article 31 moved by Bill Humm, seconded by Selectmen
Barney
Many people spoke on this from not being able to afford
to live here anymore to concerns about depleting the
fund balance. There were suggestions to look into devel-
oping business around the Lee traffic circle to help with
the taxes.
Mr. Oakes moved the question
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ARTICLE 31 ADOPTED
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of up to two hundred fifteen thousand dollars
($215,000) to purchase and acquire lr\ fee simple and up
to five thousand ($5,000) for transaction cost, a total
of two hundred twenty thousand dollars ($220,000) for
the approximately 5.11 acres of land on Route 155,
North River Road, owned by Daniel W. Bricker and Mi-
chelle Momenee, a portion of Map 20 Lot 1-0, and to au-
thorize the withdrawal of funds for this purpose from
the following sources:
• $205,000 from the Town Fund Balance;
• $ 15,000 from the Land Use Change Tax Fund.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 32 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Selectmen Barney
ARTICLE 32 ADOPTED
Moderator Swanson stated articles 33, 34, 35 and 36
are all dealing with conservation easements. What we
have done traditionally \s have an overall discussion, with
the legislative body's permission, on all the articles and
then vote on each one individually.
Moderator Swanson asked for a vote. The vote was af-
firmative to discuss all the articles at once.
Dick Weyrick showed photographs of the properties
that we will be voting on for conservation easements.
Bill Humm noted that these parcels have numerous natu-
ral resources that are important to the conservation
commission and to the residents of the town.
Bob Hart asked how much land have we have obtained?
Mr. Humm stated that we would have 18.5% if all the ar-
ticles pass tonight.
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Janice Neill asked if we are going to be spending
$698,000 of our million dollar fund Balance? The an-
swer was yes.
There was much discussion
Moderator Swanson then proposed that we entertain
motions on the articles starting with article 33.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of up to five hundred sixty thousand dollars
($560,000) and, up to twelve thousand dollars ($12,000)
for transaction costs, a total of five hundred seventy-
two thousand dollars ($572,000), to purchase and ac-
quire a conservation easement on the approximately 132
acre property owned by Eunice Moriarty, Trustee of the
Eunice A. Moriarty Revocable Trust, Map 14 Lot 2-5, and
to authorize the withdrawal of funds from the following
sources:
• One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) from the
Town Fund Balance;
• Forty-three thousand dollars ($43,000) from the
Land Use Change Tax Fund;
• One hundred forty-three thousand dollars
($143,000), or more, from the Department of Envi-
ronmental Services Water Supply Land Grant Pro-
gram;
• Two hundred eighty-six thousand dollars ($286,000)
from sources outside of Town funds, such as, but not
limited to, the Farm and Ranch Land Protection Pro-
gram, the Land and Community Heritage Investment
Program and the Coastal Estuarine Land Conservation
Program.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 33 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Bill Humm
ARTICLE 33 ADOPTED
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
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ate the sum of up to one hundred fifty-five thousand
dollars ($155,000) and, up to five thousand dollars
($5,000) for transaction costs, a total of one hundred
sixty thousand dollars ($160,000), to purchase and ac-
quire a conservation easement on up to 10 acres of prop-
erty owned by Thomas E. Young and Mary E. Moynihan,
Map 14 Lot 2-0, and to authorize the withdrawal of
funds from the following sources: ), for transaction
costs to purchase and acauire
• Forty thousand dollars ($40,000) from the Town
Land Acquisition Fund;
• Forty thousand dollars ($40,000) from the De-
partment of Environmental Services Water Sup-
ply Land Grant Protection Program;
• Eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) from sources
outside of Town funds, such as, but not limited to,
the Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program, the
Land and Community Heritage Investment Pro-
gram or the Coastal Estuarine Land Conservation
Program.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 34 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Bill Humm
ARTICLE 34 ADOPTED
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of up to four hundred thousand dollars
($400,000) to purchase and acquire in fee simple and, up
to twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) for transaction
costs, a total of four hundred twelve thousand dollars
($412,000), for approximately 43.37 acres of land on
Old Mill Road owned by Cheney Lee Property, LLC, Map 5
Lot 3-0, ar\d to authorize the withdrawal of funds from
the following sources:
• One hundred three thousand dollars ($103,000) from
the Town Fund Balance;
• One hundred three thousand dollars ($103,000) from
the Department of Environmental Services Water Sup-
ply Land Grant Program;
• Two hundred six thousand dollars ($206,000) from
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sources outside of Town funds, such as, but not limited
to, the Coastal Estuarine Land Conservation Program.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 35 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Bill Humm
ARTICLE 35 ADOPTED
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of up to eighty-five thousand dollars ($85,000)
and, up to five thousand dollars ($5,000) for transaction
costs, a total of ninety thousand ($90,000) to pur-
chase and acquire in fee simple approximately 13 acres
of land on Wadleigh Falls Road owned by Kenneth Roth-
well, Map 21 Lot 3-2, and to authorize the withdrawal of
funds from the following sources:
• Ninety thousand dollars ($90,000) from the Town
Fund Balance
The value of this property \s being used as a match for
the DES Water Supply Land Grant Program grant for
the Moriarty/Young/Moynihan properties.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Major-
ity vote required).
Article 36 Moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Bill Humm
Mr. Wellington moved to amend the article to delete
the wording: The value of this property is being used
as a match for the DES Water Supply Land Grant
Program grant for the Moriarty/Young/Moynihan
properties.
Motion to amend adopted
ARTICLE 36 ADOPTED AS AMENDED
Moderator Swanson noted that the articles were num-
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bered wrong and there is no article 37
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of up to six hundred seventy-two thousand dol-
lars ($672,000) and, up to twelve thousand dollars
$12,000) for transaction costs, a total of six hundred
eighty-four thousand dollars ($684,000) to purchase
and acquire ir\ fee simple the approximately 48 acre land
on Old Mill Road, west of the Oyster River, owned by
Edward A. and Mary A. Kelley, a portion of Map 5 Lot 8-
0, and to authorize the withdrawal of funds from the
following sources:
• Owe hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) from
the Town Fund Balance;
• Seventy-one thousand dollars ($71,000) from the
Land Acquisition Fund;
• One hundred seventy one thousand dollars
($171,000) from the Department of Environmental Ser-
vices Water Supply Land Grant Program;
• Three hundred forty two thousand dollars
($342,000) from outside funding sources, such as, but
not limited to, the Coastal Estuarine Land Conservation
Program.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 38 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by
Bill Humm
Moderator Swanson noted that when he had asked for
legislation to discuss a group of articles he noted article
33-36, article 38 was not mentioned but it was incorpo-
rated with the discussion, so he trusts the voters will
bear with him and allow that to happen. Mr. Swanson
noted he will entertain any questions or comments with
regard to article 38.
ARTICLE 38 ADOPTED
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of nine thousand one hundred fifty-nine dollars
($9,159) for the agencies listed below:
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Strafford County Community Action $1,250
Sexual Assault Support Services $1,775
Lamprey Health Center $2,500
My Friend's Place $500
AIDS Response Seacoast $700
American Red Cross $500
Girls on the Run S750
Strafford County Homemakers $1,184
Total $9,159
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required).
Article 39 moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Se-
lectmen Barney
ARTICLE 39 ADOPTED
40. Are you in favor of the following changes to the
Racetrack Ordinance?
Changes are underlined . Deletions are in (bold pa-
rentheses).
Section 2: Motor vehicle racetrack may be open and
may operate from April 1 through October 31 each year
for automobile, go-cart and motorcycle racing only. Ve-
hicular racing shall be limited in total operating hours
per race date, including warm-up, to ten (10) hours
(eight (8) hours) inclusive. At no time shall said operat-
ing and warm-up time begin before 12:00 p.m.*- No racing
may be started after 11:30 p.m. and all racing is to stop
by 12:00 midnight.
Owners and operators may conduct a Driving School dur-
ing non race dates. This will not be considered an Event?
Article 40 moved by Peter Watson, seconded by Jim
Brady
Several people spoke for and against. There were con-
cerns about the wording of the article as far as the
driving school.
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Geoffrey Carlton made a motion to amend to say
owners and operators may conduct a driving school
during non race-dates using a street legal exhaust,
seconded by Arthur Bradbury.
Motion to amend adopted
More discussion
Mr. McDowell moved the question
ARTICLE 40 DEFEATED AS AMENDED
Don Quigley made a motion to recess the meeting to
Thursday inarch 16, 2006, at Mast Way School at
7:00 p.m., seconded by Jim Brown
Moderator Swanson suggested we put aside the motion
to adjourn and make a motion to not reconsider warrant
articles already discussed. Motion to adjourn withdrawn
until after reconsideration motion,
Selectmen Barney made a motion not to consider any
warrant article that has been previously discussed,
passed or defeated if we adjourn to another night.
Seconded by Selectmen Wellington
Motion adopted
Motion to adjourn brought forward
Motion to adjourn defeated
41. Are you in favor of the following changes to the
Racetrack Ordinance?
Changes are underlined . Deletions are in (bold pa-
rentheses).
Section 4: Upon receipt of the license application, the
Selectmen shall schedule a Public Hearing on the re-
quest for a license. In so doing, the Selectmen shall
give notice to abutters and to the public, at the appli-
cant's expense, in the same manner as provided for a
hearing conducted by the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
At said hearing, which shall be conducted where practi-
cable no more than thirty (30) days after receipt of the
license application, the applicant shall have the burden
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of establishing that operation of the racetrack for the
ensuing year will be in conformance with all provisions of
any other Federal, State or local statute, ordinance or
regulations applicable to the racetrack
Abutters and other interested parties shall be afforded
an opportunity to address the Selectmen during this
hearing on the subject of license issuance. A license
shall be issued to the applicant if he or she satisfies, by
a preponderance of the evidence, the burden of proof as
specified in this section. Said license shall be valid for
not more than one (1) year and shall set forth the
scheduled events, not to exceed twenty three (23), plus
23 ram (three rain) dates per license period, stating
the date, time and a brief description of each event. A
notation on the license shall indicate that such rain
dates are subject to change upon written approval of
the Selectmen for good cause shown.
Article 41 moved by Peter Watson, seconded by Betty
Brady
ARTICLE 41 ADOPTED
42. Are you in favor of the following changes to the
Racetrack Ordinance? Changes are underlined . Deletions
are in (bold parentheses).
Section 7: (No alcoholic beverages of any kind shall
be sold, consumed or allowed) Only malt beverages and
no other alcoholic beverages, may be sold and consumed
in restricted areas on racetrack property while the
racetrack is open to the public for the purpose of view-
ing vehicular racing. No other alcoholic beverages shall
be sold, consumed or allowed during such period of pub-
lic viewing of vehicular racing . No malt beverages shall
be sold to anyone under the age of twenty-one years,
and proper identification shall be required prior to sale.
The racetrack owner and/or operator, whoever is in di-
rect charge of the race, shall post signs advising the
public of tnis section at visible locations within the seat-
ing area and at each entrance gate: said signs shall also
state the penalty for violation of this section. Failure
of the racetrack owner and/or operator to comply with
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this section shall be grounds for the revocation of the
racetrack license. Any person in possession of alcoholic
beverages outside the restricted area in violation of
this section shall be guilty of a violation. The alcoholic
beverage shall be seized and disposed of in compliance
with State statutes, local law or regulations. Prior to
each racing season, the Board of Selectmen or their
designee snail inspect to ensure signs are properly
posted.
Article 42 moved by Peter Watson, seconded by Select-
men Barney
Long discussion
Jim Brown Moved the question
ARTICLE 42 ADOPTED
43. Are you in favor of the following changes to the
Racetrack Ordinance? Changes are underlined Deletions
are in (bold parentheses).
Section 17:
A. No use other than vehicular racing, race car educa-
tion/safety testing and (automotive -related) flea mar-
kets shall be scheduled or sponsored at any vehicular
racetrack within the Town or Lee without written ap-
proval of the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Lee,
New Hampshire.
B. The racetrack shall be kept secured from unauthor-
ized entry when not in use.
C. (Automotive -related) Flea Markets may be scheduled
on the third weekend (Sunday) of May, June, July and
August in addition to the traditional year-end Flea Mar-
ket scheduled for the first weekend in November. It is
understood that no race engines will be permitted to
start during the Flea Markets; all activities will take
place within the confines of the track/pit areas (and
only automotive -related vendors will be allowed to
participate.)
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Article 43 moved by Peter Watson, seconded Bob Hart
After long discussion George Estes moved the question
ARTICLE 43 ADOPTED
44. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.
Several people made a motion to adjourn, seconded by
many




March is Red Cross Month
Proclamation 2006
Americans have a long history of rising to meet humani-
tarian challenges, and the American Red Cross is a
leader in these efforts. Since 1881, the American Red
Cross has met disaster with compassion and courage.
During American Red Cross Month, we honor this dedi-
cation and reaffirm the importance of volunteering time
and contributing resources to make our communities and
the world better.
From offering blood drives and lifesawing courses to
providing disaster relief services at home and abroad,
American Red Cross employees and volunteers work
countless hours to care for those in need and serye a
cause greater than self. As a result of the recent tsu-
nami in the Indian Ocean, over 150,000 lives were lost
and many more were left homeless and without food and
water. The American Red Cross swiftly dispatched relief
workers to assist those affected, ana to distribute sup-
plies, counsel survivors, and help people return home.
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Here at home, the American Red Cross helps support
our troops by transmitting emergency messages to
members of the Armed Forces and their families. In
this past year, the Red Cross has been challenged but
has contributed significantly to relief efforts for the
most devastating hurricane nistory \n our nation. These
good works provide hope and healing to those dealing
with profound loss ana demonstrate the character of
the American Red Cross.
The Seacoast turns to Great Bay Chapter for many of
the things that make this Lee stronger and safer. The
Red Cross collects nearly half of our critical blood sup-
ply. Last year over 11,000 people chose the Red Cross
as the place to donate the gift of life. Over 6600 indi-
viduals also turned to the Red Cross to learn lifesaving
skills such as first aid and CPR. The Red Cross contin-
ued to provide support and comfort to our military
families. Last year, they connected over 163 families
with loved one deployed across our great nation and
around the world.
In America, we may not all look the same, dress the
same or sound the same, but we share a common spirit
that binds us together when times are tough and unites
us in action when someone is suffering. Like a mirror on
America, the Red Cross shows us the best possible re-
flection of ourselves. In celebrating the American Red
Cross Month, we are celebrating the humanitarian and
volunteer spirit here \n Seacoast of New Hampshire
and all across America.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Dwight Barney; Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, by virtue of the authority vested
\n me by the State of New Hampshire County of Straf-
ford Town of Lee, do hereby proclaim March 2006 as
American Red Cross Month. I urge all Americans to con-
tinue to give blood, volunteer their time, and give gen-
erously to the American Red Cross and its local offices.
Lee, New Hampshire is a place where we take care of
each other. When you help the American Red Cross, you
help our Seacoast community.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
my hand this fifteenth day of March, \r\ the year
or our lord two thousand six, and of the independ-




Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street . Concord . New Hampshire . 03301-5063 . 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'SREPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town ofLee
Lee, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining
fund information of the Town of Lee as of and for the year ended June 30, 2006, which collectively comprise the Town's basic
financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica Those standards
require that we plan and perioral the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free ofmaterial
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position ofthe
governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Lee as ofJune 30, 2006, and
the respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America
The budgetary comparison information is not a required part of the basic financial statements, but is supplementary information
required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica We have applied certain limited procedures,
which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the requited
supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
The Town of Lee has not presented a management's discussion and analysis that accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America have determined is necessary to supplement, although not required to be part of, the basic financial
statements.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the Town ofLee's
basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund financial schedules are presented for purposes ofadditional analysis
and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit
of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements
take as a whole.
September 28, 2006 iX&hfcjUW^oL $\jbt£OJ0&&kJ
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Fiscal Year: July 1, 2005 - June 30, 2006
Revenues




Total Revenues $ 10,990,158.08
Cash on Hand July 1, 2005 3,129.856.66
Total Income $ 14,120,014.74
Expenses (11,583,485.14)
Cash on Hand June 30, 2006 $2.536.529.60
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Public Library Financial Report
Income
Bal Forward
Tax Exempt Property Owned by Town
Number
Tax Exempt property Owned by Other
Towns or Community Organizations
Land (L)
Tax Map No Location Acres Bldg (B) Valuation
TOWN OF NEWMARKET
27-05-00 Wadleigh Falls Road 0.13 L $300
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
04-02-01 25 Concord Road 16.23 L/B $1,643,700
09-01-14 GarrityRoad 11.23 L/B $233,900
30-04-00 Lee Hook Road 105.00 L/B $575,300
33-03-00 216 Lee Hook Road 200.63 L/B $943,100
33-03-02 210 Lee Hook Road 5.17 L/B $199,500
34-03-00 WiswallRoad 12.75 L $150,800
OYSTER RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
11-05-02 Mastway School 9.14 L/B $2,614,200
LEE CHURCH CONGREGATIONAL
11-06-00 17 Mast Road 11.80 L/B $890,000
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
04-06-01 PinkhamRoad 13.33 L/B $458,100
04-07-01 Lee Traffic Circle 0.53 L $226,700
JEREMIAH SMITH GRANGE
28-07-01 1 Lee Hook Road 0.71 L/B $256,700



































































































































































































































































































































































































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lee, County of Strafford,
State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE
MAST WAY SCHOOL ON
TUESDAY, THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF MARCH 2007,
TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
(Polls will open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.)
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the changes proposed to
the Lee Zoning Ordinance and/or Building Codes.
Articles 3 through 37 will be acted upon
at the Mast Way Elementary School on
Wednesday, March 14, 2007, at 7:30 P.M.
OPERATING BUDGET
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three million twenty-four thousand seven hundred
seventy-seven dollars ($3,024,777.00) for general municipal
operations. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Majority vote required.)
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Executive (Select/Town Admin & Sec'y) $97,506.00





















Oyster River Youth Association $30,000.00
Library $141,744.00





Interest Payment $2 1 ,600.00
Salary Increase Pool - 2.5% ATB $3 1 ,370.00
OPERATING BUDGET $3,024,777.00
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board in accor-
dance to RSA674:5 "to prepared and amend a recommended program of
municipal capital improvement projects projected over a period of at least
6 years". (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required.)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often
thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust
Fund for the Town Buildings Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Majority vote required.)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ninety
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-five thousand dollars ($95,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the
Trust Fund for the Highway Bridge Expendable Trust Fund. (The Select-
men recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the purchase of new highway equipment to be deposited in the
Highway Expendable Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appro-
priation. Majority vote required.)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often
thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the repair and replacement of fire ponds and cisterns. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of Trust
Funds for the purchase of new fire equipment for the Fire Equipment
Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required.)
10. To see if the Town will vote to incorporate the provisions of RSA
154:5 in order to provide the Selectmen authority to appoint the Fire
Chief and Fire Engineers, with the length of appointments decided by
the Selectmen.
RSA 154:5 Chief Fireward, Engineer or Fire Chief.
I. The chief fireward, engineer or fire chief in any town, village dis-
trict, precinct, city or area which has adopted the provisions of this sec-
tion, shall be appointed for an indefinite period of time or for a definite
term, as determined by the legislative body, and the tenure of office
shall be technically qualified by training or experience and shall have
ability to command firefighters and hold their respect and confidence.
Any town may adopt the provisions of paragraphs I and II at any annual
meeting by an article in the warrant calling for such action.
II. Subject to such written formal policies as may be adopted by the
appointing authority, each chief fireward, engineer, or fire chief of any
city or town who is appointed rather than elected,
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shall have authority to direct and control all employees of his or her depart-
ment in their normal course of duty and shall be responsible for the efficient
and economical use of all department equipment. Such chief fireward, engi-
neer, or fire chief shall be subject to suspension without pay or dismissal only
for cause, and after he or she has been presented with a written specification
of the reasons. Upon such suspension or dismissal, the chief fireward, engi-
neer or fire chief shall be entitled to a hearing, on the merits and reasonable-
ness of the action, in superior court in the county in which the municipality is
located, provided that the chief fireward, engineer, or fire chief petitions the
clerk of the superior court for such a hearing within 10 days of suspension or
dismissal. The court shall have the power to affirm, modify or negate such
suspension or dismissal, based upon its findings.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
Required.)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ten thousand dol-
lars ($10,000) for the purchase of new equipment to be deposited with the
Trustee of the Trust Fund to the Solid Waste Capital Reserve Fund. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of Trust Funds
for the Library Capital Reserve Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this ap-
propriation. Majority vote required.)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand eight hundred dollars ($20,800.00) for the Conservation Commis-
sion. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote re-
quired.)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty thousand thirty-two dollars ($20,032.00) for the McGregor Am-
bulance Corps (MAC). (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Majority vote required.)
15.To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-four thousand seven hundred eighty dollars to ($24,780.00)
to purchase a new police cruiser and the changeover of radios and
safety equipment. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Majority vote required.)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate forty thousand dollars
($40,000) for the purpose of obtaining bids for the Assessing of Property
Value. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
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17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-six
thousand four hundred dollars ($36,400) for a complete revaluation and au-
thorize the withdrawal of twenty-one thousand four hundred dollars ($21,400)
from the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose with the
balance of $15,000 to come from general taxation. (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
1 8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars ($15,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the Accrued Benefits Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Majority vote required.)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-five
thousand dollars ($35,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the Recreation Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appro-
priation. Majority vote required.)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thou-
sand five hundred twenty-four dollars and forty-three cents ($4,524.43) for
Strafford Regional Planning Commission.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
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.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand four hundred dollars ($2,400) for the Town of Lee Heritage
Commission. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Majority vote required.)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thou-
sand dollars ($2,000) for the Town of Lee Agricultural Committee. (The Se-
lectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
23. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of forty-two thousand
one hundred dollars ($42,100) to allow the Information Technology Commit-
tee to purchase computer equipment and soft-ware for town office. (The Se-
lectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
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24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to thirty thou-
sand dollars ($30,000) to be used to study land use options for future town
facilities, including town hall, library, historic and recreational facilities, as
well as office and meeting space. The lands to be studied include a focus on
town owned properties within a half mile radius of town hall. The data to be
collected and analyzed includes soil types, septic and water options, drain-
age, traffic patterns, parking patterns, parking options, utilities needs, plan-
ning and space needs.
• Fifteen thousand from General Taxation
• Fifteen thousand from Town Building
Expendable Trust Fund
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twenty-five thou-
sand dollars ($25,000) for the purpose of finishing second floor of the Safety
Complex. This money will be deposit into the Fire Building Trust. (The Se-
lectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
26. To see if the Town will vote to place a conservation easement on the
right of way of the gravel portions of Birch Hill Road, DeMeritt Avenue,
High Road and Sheep Road to ensure that the road surfaces remain unpaved,
the historic stonewalls remain and that the roads remain at their present
width. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote re-
quired.)
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate fifteen thousand dol-
lars ($15,000), if necessary, for selective mosquito control, such control to be
governed by concern for the protection of wildlife habitat and the safety and
health of property owners and residents. (Majority vote required.)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to seventy-five
thousand dollars ($75,000) to be added to the Land Acquisition Capital Re-
serve Fund and authorize the transfer of the June 30, 2007 fund balance in
that amount for this purpose. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Majority vote required.)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to six
hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars ($625,000) to purchase and ac-
quire in fee simple and up to fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for transac-
tion costs, a total of six hundred and forty thousand dollars ($640,000) for
the approximately 48 acres land on Old Mill Road, west of the Oyster River,
owned by Edward A. and Mary A. Kelley, a portion ofMap 5 Lot 8-0, and to
authorize the withdrawal of funds from the following sources:
• One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) from the Land Acquisition Fund
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and sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) from the Land Use Change Fund
• Four hundred and eighty thousand dollars ($480,000) or more from the
Department of Environmental Services Water Supply Land Grant Program
and other outside funding sources, such as, but not limited to, the Coastal
Estuarine Land Conservation Program or the Wetland Reserve Program of
the Natural Resources Conservation Service. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to two
hundred and sixty thousand dollars ($260,000) and up to eight thousand dollars
($8,000) for transaction costs, a total of up to two hundred and sixty eight
thousand dollars ($268,000) to purchase and acquire in fee simple approxi-
mately 8.78 acres of land on Snell Road, east of the Oyster River, owned by
Edward A. and Mary A. Kelley, a portion Map 5 Lot 8-0, and to authorize the
withdrawal of funds for the following sources:
• Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) from the Land Acquisition Capital Re-
serve Fund and seventeen thousand dollars ($ 1 7,000) from the Land Use
change Tax Fund
• Two hundred and one thousand dollars ($201,000) from the Department
of Environmental Services Water Supply Land Grant Program or other
outside funding sources, such as, but not limited to the Coastal Estuarine
Land conservation Program or the Wetland Reserve Program of the US-
DFA Natural Resources Conservation Service. (The Selectmen recom-
mend this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
3 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to one
hundred and thirty thousand dollars ($130,000) and up to ten thousand dollars
($10,000) for transaction costs, a total of one hundred and forty thousands dol-
lars ($140,000) to purchase and acquire a conservation easement on approxi-
mately 1 8 acres, more or less, of land on Snell Road, east of the Oyster River,
owned by Peter T. and Joan K. Henry, Map 5 Lot 7-0 and a 16 acres portion of
Map 5 Lot 8 and to authorize the withdrawal of funds from the following
sources:
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• Twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) from the Land Acquisition Capital
Reserve Fund and fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) from the Land Use
Change Tax Fund
• One hundred and five thousand dollars ($105,000) from the Department
of Environmental Services Water Supply Land Grant Program or other
outside funding sources, such as, but not limited to, the Coastal Estuarine
Land Conservation Program, the Wetland Reserve Program of the Natu-
ral Resources Conservation Service, or the Landowner Incentive Pro-
gram of the New Hampshire Fish and Game. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Majority vote required.)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to
three hundred and forty-eight thousand five hundred dollars ($348,500) and
up to eleven thousand five hundred dollars ($11,500) for transaction costs, a
total of three hundred and sixty thousand dollars ($360,000), to purchase and
acquire a conservation easement on the approximately 41 acres, more or less,
property owned by Louise Tecce, Trustee of the Louise Tecce Revocable
Living Trust, Map 9 Lot 6-0, and to authorize the withdrawal of funds from
the following sources:
• Seventy thousand dollars ($70,000) from the Land Acquisition Capital
Reserve Fund and thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) from the Land Use
Change Tax Fund
• Two hundred and sixty thousand dollars ($260,000) from the Department
of Environmental services Water Supply Land Grant Program and other
outside funding sources, such as, but not limited to, the Coastal Estuarine
Land Conservation Program, the Wetland Reserve Program or the Farm
and Ranchland Protection Program of the Natural Resources Conserva-
tion Service, or the Landowner Incentive Program of the new Hampshire
Fish and Game. (Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required.)
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of nine
thousand one hundred eighty-one dollars ($9,181) for the agencies listed be-
low:
Strafford County Community Action $1 ,250
Sexual Assault Support Services $1,775
Lamprey Health Center $2,500
My Friend's Place $500
AIDS Response Seacoast $700
American Red Cross $500
Girls on the Run $500
Strafford County Homemakers $956
Homeless Center for Strafford County $500
Total $9,181
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
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34. To see if the town will vote to modify the elderly exemptions from prop-
erty tax in the Town of Lee, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers,
to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 74 years, seventy-five thou-
sand dollars ($75,000); for a person 75 years of age to 79 years, one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000); for a person 80 years of age or older one hundred
twenty-six thousand dollars ($126,000). To qualify, the person must meet the
residency requirement of 3 consecutive years preceding April 1
st
, own real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's
spouse, they must have been married for 5 consecutive years, and have a com-
bined net income of less than forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000); and own
net assets not in excess of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) excluding
the value of the person's residence. (The Selectmen recommend this appropria-
tion. Majority vote required) If warrant article #34 passes the petitioned war-
rant article (#35) is null and void.
35. Petitioned Warrant Article:
In accordance with RSA 72:89-B "Shall the voters modify the elderly exemp-
tions from the property tax in the Town of Lee, based on assessment for quali-
fied taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age and up to the age
of 74 years $174,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 79 years $210,000; for
a person 80 years of age and up $270,000"?
To qualify the person must have been a resident of New Hampshire for at
least five (5) years, preceding April 1 of the year in which the exemption is
claimed, own the real estate individually or jointly, or if such person's spouse
owns the real estate, they must have been married for at least five (5) years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $46,500.00; of
if married, a combined net income of not more than $59,400.00' and own net
assets not in excess of $222,500.00; excluding the value of the person/s resi-
dence. If petitioned warrant article #35 passes warranted article (#34) is null
and void.
36. Petitioned Warrant Article:
New Hampshire Climate Change Resolution
To see if the town will go on record in support of effective actions by the
President and the Congress to address the issue of climate change, which is
increasingly harmful to the environment and economy ofNew Hampshire and
to the future well being of the people of Lee.
These actions include:
1. Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of U.S. green-
house gas emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid
development of sustainable energy technologies, thereby stimu-
lating new jobs and investment.
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In addition, the Town of Lee encourages New Hampshire citizens to work for
emissions reductions within their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to
consider the appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend local
steps to save energy and reduce emission.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New Hamp-
shire Congressional Delegations, to the President of the United States and to
declared candidates for those offices.
37. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS
[IETH DAY OF FEBRUARY
AND^
Richard H. Wellington, Chairman
O .J Joseph PJP
7 /
? , //,;
Frank W. Reinhold, Jr.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN FOR THE TOWN OF LEE
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CODE ENFORCEMENT
As seen \n previous years, residential growth continues
as the "Thurston Woods's" subdivision located off of
Route 152 is completed and the Selectmen have ac-
cepted the road. The other part of this project is the
twelve (12) condominium units that were approved to be
built located off Route 125 near the Epping Town line.
Construction of these units continues and nearly half
(six of the twelve units) have been sold. Another condo-
minium project that was approved by the Lee Planning
Board \s located on Route 155, known as "Rolling Ridge
Condominiums", with a street name of "Elder Osborne
Drive", servicing eleven (11) single unit condominiums.
Since our last town report the Board of Selectmen have
also accepted "Elder Osborne Drive" as a town road.
This project continues to move forward, and a few of
these units have been sold. This Is a unique condominium
development, in that these are single family units with
garages, whereas in most condominium developments,
the units are townhouses, which may or may not have ga-
rages and tend to be two story units attached and of
varying numbers and multiple buildings. Examples of
other condominium developments are duplex units such
as "Piper Lane" (part of the Thurston Woods Develop-
ment) or apartment building(s) converted to condomini-
ums. There is still a thirty-eight (38) subdivision in the
community located across from Riverside Farm Drive,
off North River Road (Route 155) on which some work
has been started but was newer completed. With re-
spect to this subdivision, we receive many calls and vis-
its from potential parties interested in taking over this
project, but as of this report, no action has been taken
and no homes have been constructed.
In the commercial zone around and near the traffic cir-
cle, Northeast Credit Union has made application to the
Zoning Board for a Credit Union at the corner of Step-
pingstones Road and Calef Highway (Route 125) on prop-
erty owned by William Crotty at 146 Steppingstones
Road. The existing building will be razed and a new build-
ing will be constructed on this site. We are still working
with the "Cedar Swamp Group" on a plan that was
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granted conditional approval by the Lee Planning Board.
This plan has received final approval by the Planning
Board but I have not been informed as to when this pro-
ject will qet under way. These plans consist of a combi-
nation or retail and professional office space in two
buildings, one being a two-story structure and the other
a single story structure. At this time the project has
not been started.
A total of one hundred twenty-five (125) permits were
issued for fiscal year 2005-2006, with ar\ estimated
cost of construction totaling $4,633,949.00. A break-
down of the types of permits \s as follows:
Category Permits
Single Family Dwellings
Fire and Rescue Department
Members of the department responded to 412 calls for
assistance between January 1, and December 31 2006.
This total reflects a slight increase in the number of
calls department personnel responded to.
The year presented a number of significant challenges
for tne department. Severe flooding in May found fire-
fighters and emergency medical personnel working
around the clock assisting residents of the town. Calls
ranged from helping homeowners with flooded base-
ments to rescuing stranded motorists. Fortunately,
there were no fatalities related to this flooding.
During 2006 Lee's full time personnel expanded upon
their non-emergency related services activities.
Throughout the year they conducted compliance inspec-
tions, homeowner courtesy inspections, tire drills and
fire prevention/public education activities. These ef-
forts are a major focus for the department because of
the need to raise fire safety awareness among the resi-
dents of Lee. It also helps ensure compliance with cur-
rent NFPA, State of New Hampshire and town require-
ments.
Members of the department continue to participate \r\ a
wide variety of training activities. Along with the de-
partment's standard training schedule, several members
pursued outside programs. Whether it is through ongo-
ing, in-house training activities, or curriculum provided
by other organizations, members of the department re-
main committed to serving their neighbor by staying
abreast of the latest techniques and procedures.
A grant provided by the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency (FEMA) in conjunction with the Fire Act
Grant program provided each member of the depart-
ment with state of the art protective clothing vital to
ensuring their safety. This award saved Lee residents
nearly $40,000. Department administrators will con-
tinue to explore the availability of federal and state
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funding as a means lessening the impact upon the resi-
dential taxpayer. The State of New Hampshire also
provided the department with new portable radios as
part of its Interoperability Communications Program,





2005 Lee Fire and Rescue Roster
OFFICERS
Joseph Lombardo Peter Hoyt
Chief Deputy Chief
James Brown, Capta'm




























Ben Allen Andrew Davis Ben Blake Bruce Morse, Jr
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January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006
100 Fire, Other 1
111 Building fire 2
113 Cooking fire 2
116 Fuel burner/boiler malfunction 1
130 Mobile property (vehicle) fire 1
140 Natural vegetation fire 4
142 Brush or brush-and-grass mixture fire 3
160 Special outside fire 1
164 Outside mailbox fire 1
210 Overpressure rupture from steam 1
311 Medical assist, assist EMS crew 3
321 EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury 151
322 Motor vehicle accident with injuries 36
341 Search for person on land 1
352 Extrication of victim(s) from vehicle 6
353 Removal of victim(s) from stalled elevator 1
363 Swift water rescue 1
400 Hazardous condition 4
410 Combustible/flammable gas/liquid condition, other 2
411 Gasoline or other flammable liquid spill 6
420 Toxic condition, Other 2
424 Carbon monoxide incident 3
440 Electrical wiring/equipment problem 2
441 Heat from short circuit (wiring) 2
444 Power line down 19
445 Arcing, shorted electrical equipment 3
463 Vehicle accident 22
480 Attempted burning, illegal action 1
500 Service Call, other 23
511 Lock-out 1
520 Water problem, Other 1
550 Public service assistance, Other 2
551 Assist police or other governmental agency 3
561 Unauthorized burning 4
571 Cover assignment, standby, moveup 29
600 Good intent call, Other 15
611 Dispatched & cancelled en route 10
631 Authorized controlled burning 3
651 Smoke scare, odor of smoke 2
713 Telephone, malicious false alarm 1
730 System malfunction, Other 3
733 Smoke detector activation due to malfunction 4
735 Alarm system sounded due to malfunction 1
740 Unintentional transmission of alarm, Other 2
743 Smoke detector activation, no fire unintentional 3
744 Detector activation, no fire - unintentional 1
745 Alarm system activation, no fire - unintentional 16
800 Severe weather or natural disaster, Other 3
814 Lightning strike (no fire) 1
815 Severe weather or natural disaster standby 1




As many of you are aware, the Lee Police Department pur-
chased the very first Dodge Charger in New England to be
used as a police vehicle for patrol. This vehicle was pur-
chased with funds obtained through a "Drug Forfeiture Ac-
count". This is an account that \s funded by drug arrests.
When an arrestee has money on them, or drugs in vehicles
or houses and that property is seized by the State, the
Town of Lee receives a portion of the money since the
crime or tip started in Lee. The Dodge Charger has been
outfitted with police equipment that has been 100% do-
nated by companies that sell the products. This vehicle has
become a show piece for the police vehicle industry .
It is the aim of the Lee Police Department to continue to
provide excellent service without burdening the residents.
STATISTICAL DATA FOR THE LAST TWO FISCAL YEARS:
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Percentage of
2004-2005 2005-2006 Increase or decrease
Arrests 176 258 Inc 46%
Motor Vehicle 1823 3071 Inc 68%
stops
Accidents 210 174 Dec 20%
Calls for Service 5106 6092 Inc 19%
Once again, the Lee Police Department wishes to thank all
the residents and businesses in town for their continued
support.






Perhaps the most memorable events that affected the
Highway Department this past year were the heavy rains
\n October and the Mother's Day flooding in May. Al-
though there was above average rain throughout the re-
porting period, the 11 inches of rain that came \n 8 days
in October and the 17 inches of rain that came \n May
were the worst. The flooding that came in May was the
worst flooding that can be remembered since i938. The
town lost a 180 foot long section of road on High Road
by the bridge, along with several other smaller wash-
outs. Tuttle Road, High Road, and West Mill Pond Road
were closed for several days.
During this fiscal year the following roads were paved:
• Fox Garrison Road and 400 feet of Cartland Road
- Existing pavement was ground up, mixed with
base material, and shaped up. The road was com-
pacted and paved with a 2" thick course of base
hot top. In June of '06 a 1" thick finish course
was applied.
• Lee Hill Road and Cartland Road (paved section)-
A 1
w
thick overlay of hot top was applied in July
of '05.
• Spencer Lane- A 1 " thick overlay of hot top was
applied in July of '05.
• Old Mill Road- 300 feet of the section that was
ripped up during the lowering of Old Mill Road was re-
paved. This was paid for by the gravel pit owners. A
paver shim coat was applied over the rest of the road
from Route 4 to the beginning of the gravel section in
June of '06.
• Gile Road- A paver shim coat of hot top was ap-
plied to the entire roadway in June of 'Oo.
• Newtown Plains Road and Hayes Road- A 1" thick
overlay of hot top was applied in June of '06.
• High Road- An area approximately 180 feet long
was rebuilt and paved due to the road being
washed out on the Mother's Day Flood.
The following roads werre crack sealed during the period:
Wednesday Hill Road, Tuttle Road, James Farm Road,
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Woodhead Circle, Mitchell Road, Stepping Stones Road
(East and West), West Mill Pond Road, Kelsey Road,
Tamarack Road, Old Garrity Road, Old Concord Turn-
pike, Captain Parker Drive, Sackett Road, Plumer Lane,
Thornton Lane, Radford Drive, Caverno Drive, Granger
Drive, Hale Farm Drive, Wheelwright Drive, Allen's Ave.,
Decato Drive, Lamprey Lane, Toon Lane, Furber Drive,
Jacob Lane, Belle Lane, Hobb's Road, Sawyer Road,
Campground Road, Earle Drive, and Lee Hill Road. These
roads added up to approximately 19 miles.
Fox Garrison, Old Mill, along with several shorter sec-
tions were ditched during the period.
For the fourth consecutive year the Highway Depart-
ment has undertaken the mowing and grounds- Keeping of
the 13 private graveyards with trust funds, the two
large cemeteries, the two recreational fields, and the
areas around all of the town buildings. The Highway De-
partment also does all of the burials that occur in the
two large cemeteries. .
The winter of 05-06 started off pretty busy but waned
out as the winter progressed. The department treated
and/ or plowed 23 storms with a total snowfall of 57
inches. The heaviest snowfall was on Dec 9th with 13
Inches recorded. I would like to thank my dedicated full
time employee Warren Hatch; and part-time employees
Dick Wellington, Dave Miner and Jeff Geddis for their
dedication and long hours of work during the past winter
season.
The town equipment is in generally good shape despite
its age; however, two of the plow/sand trucks (one of
which \s a spare) are now 22 years old. The other plow/
sand trucks are 16 and 11 years old. The town purchased
a new stainless steel sanaer and replaced a 34 year old
equipment trailer with a new 6 ton capacity trailer dur-
ing the reporting period. Due to the relatively easy win-
ter many delayed repairs were accomplished. The two
full-time employees of the department do most all of
the repairs and maintenance that are required.
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Besides the normal road maintenance and grounds keep-
ing duties, some other jobs that were done by the de-
partment are as follows:
• Assisted the Transfer Station employees in build-
ing a 20x20 concrete pad for a new building.
• Assisted in a drainage project in the Transfer
Station to channel run-off water in a more re-
sponsible way.
• Dug and backfilled a trench for the installation of
a gas line at the Historical Society Building.
• Excavated, placed 12 inches loam, and re-seeded
the front lawn of the Town Hall.
During the reporting period five new roads were ac-
cepted. They are as follows: Clay Lane, Thurston Drive,
Margaret Lane, Haley Court, ana Elder Osbourne Drive.
These roads added 1.19 miles, bringing the total town
maintained mileage to 37.43 miles. There are now 63
separately nameatown-maintained roads in Lee.
The Road Agent has met with representatives from the
State Bridge Division and a private bridge repair con-
tractor to get suggestions and cost estimates for re-
pairing or rehabilitating the Old Mill Road and the Snell
Road bridges. As of this writing the estimates are still
pending.
We would like to thank the townspeople, Budget Commit-
tee, and Board of Selectmen for their continued support
of the Highway Department.
Randolph Stevens, Supervisor
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Robert L. Keniston, Sr. Transfer Station
First of all, we would like to thank all of the townspeople
who have tried so hard with your recycling. Many of you
have changed your buying habits and are trying to cut down
on materials placed in the trash. The trash hauling prices
have Increased, so it Is much appreciated to have so many
of you caring about the cost to the Town.
As we head into our 4th year in our new Transfer Station,
we ask that all people get on the "recycling bandwagon".
Remember, several times the Town of Lee has voted for
mandatory recycling at its annual Town Meeting. So it would
appear that more people must start recycling or that a
stiffer method of control will have to be mandated.
Our recycling rate Is approximately 20% now, which is down
from last year and, remember, this costs the Town money.
When the rate of recycling goes down, the tonnage being
shipped out, goes up and that Is costly. Last year, MSW
(municipal solid waste) came to 1200 tons for the entire
year. Now, at the end of October as we write this reoort,
we are at 1100 tons, which means that by the end or De-
cember we will have surpassed last years' total, probably by
as much as 300 tons. It costs $75-$80 a ton to ship this
MSW and that cost is continually risinq. Construction de-
bris costs $65 a ton to leave the Transfer Station. Glass is
$10/ton, but we have recently been able to truck our own
glass which sawes approximately $300 a load.
Because of these costs and the declining recycling rate, we
will be looking at not only a new fee schedule, but also pay-
per-bag. With pay-per-bag, the people who are faithful re-
cyclers will find that it costs the town less, while it will In-
crease the costs to those who do not recycle.
Your facility is still being looked at as an excellent Trans-
fer Station that other towns would like to emulate. At least
two towns are planning and building facilities copied from
the Town of Lee.
This facility would not run as well without our wonderful
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volunteers Harold Hood, George Durepo and Dickie Chase.
We sadly lost and greatly miss, our long time Swap Shop
volunteer, Howard Getchel.
Thanks to Dan Brady, and we wish him well in his new job.
Also, we need to thank the Highway Crew, Randy Stevens
and Warren Hatch, who are always willing to give us a hand.
And a big Thank You to Doug Sheehan, John feund and Jen-
nifer G'mgras, our loyal "Dump Guys".
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Hoyt, Acting Manager
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Lee Public Library
The Lee Public Library offered a variety of resources
and services for patrons of all ages in FY 2005-2006. A
sampling of library statistics to be submitted to the NH
State Library highlights library use for the past fiscal
year.
Library Attendance
Total Annual Visits 27,664
Adult Program Attendance 345
Young Adult Program Attendance 44





Audio (Books on tape, CD) 932
Videos/DVDs 610
Public Access Computers 3
Use of Resources
Adult materials loaned 27,661
(includes Young Adult)
Children materials loaned 24.742
Total materials loaned 52, 403
Interlibrary Loan to other libraries 1,245
Interlibrary Loan from other libraries 919
Public Access Computer Usage 2,037
Other
Resident Borrowers (inc. children in ORCSD) 2,287
Nonresident Borrowers 137
The library offered a wide variety of programs for
adults, teens and children. Adult programs included
monthly book discussions; author visits with Titia Bo-
zuwa and John Clayton; flower arranging and gardening
workshops conducted by Carl Deame; CPR training of-
fered in conjunction witn the Durham Ambulance Corps;
a winter animal tracking workshop presented by Alan
Eaton; and a Healthy Herbs workshop led by Wendy
Fogg. The library's armchair traveler series was well re-
ceived, with Mitchell Sheldon highlighting his mountain-
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eering experiences, Nancy Garnhart sharing sto-
ries and photos of her trip to Thailand, Carolyn
and Win Bassage recounting their cross country
drive to Alaska and Devin Foxall speaking of his
travels \r\ Iran. The Friends of the Lee Public Li-
brary held a garden bench dedication ceremony \r\
honor of former librarian Helen MacDonald's many
years of library service. Featured Artists of the
Month included Candace Pratt; Joanne Reed and
Ellie Coffin; Carol Evans; Celine Chiasson; George
Rogers; Kathleen Hall; Dennis Chasteen; Donna
and Kerri Zabloudil; Amy Daskal; Laura Scheibel;
Emma Robinson; and Caneel Graham.
Children programs offered at the library included
the Camp Wanna Read Summer Reading Program,
featuring guest presenters Leslie Hamilton,
Sharon Meeker, Catherine Fisher, Diane Guimond,
Forbes Getchell, Adina Linden and Lou Ann Gris-
wold. The library hosted weekly storytime and
afterschool programs; author wis'its with Tracy
Kane and Deborah Bruss; school vacation week
programs featuring singer Steve Blunt and the
Roaring Duck Puppet Show; and guest readers
from the Middle School.
Under the leadership of Jordan Reed, the library
launched an Anime Club for young adults.
The library underwent a modest remodeling pro-
ject in the spring of 2006 in ar\ attempt to ad-
dress concerns about the lack of staff workspace
and congestion around the circulation desk. New
carpeting and flooring were installed. The server
was relocated from the Director's office to its
own secured closet. A new circulation desk, com-
puter carrels and staff work desks were pur-
chased, and traffic flow was improved through
the repositioning of the video/dvd collection.
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Other improvements in library services and opera-
tions included the installation of a fire-proof out-
door book return, and the unveiling of the new
library website, which features the online catalog,
links to local organizations as well as up-to-date
library news.
The library would like to thank its dedicated
staff, trustees, Friends group, volunteers, town
officials and employees and Lee residents for
their continued support of the library's mission to
meet the educational, cultural and informational
needs of the Lee community.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Morin
Director, Lee Public Library
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
The 2006 fall elections were the first held under the
Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), public law 107-
252, which established minimum election administration
standards for votes cast in Federal elections. HAVA
provides election reform across the nation with an ob-
jective of ensuring that the right to vote has an equal
meaning throughout each state.
To comply with HAVA, the State of New Hampshire es-
tablished a statewide electronic voter registration data-
base administered by the State of New Hampshire's
Secretary of State Office. Over the last 18 months, su-
pervisors of the checklist and town clerks around the
state trained on this new voter registration system with
the goal to have all towns and c\Y\es using the new sys-
tem by the fall 2006 elections. Some of you may have
noticed the different look of the ballots and voter
checklist at the primary and fall election. While this is a
statewide system, town clerks and checklist supervisors
may access only their town's data.
Another significant change with the passage of HAVA,
\s the voter registration rorm which is completed at the
time of registration and when you make ANY change to
your voter status. This includes a change of party af-
filiation, name or address. To process the change, a new
voter registration form must be completed. Changes and
corrections to voter registrations will be accepted and
new voters may register with the Town Clerk when the
Supervisors are in session or on election day. For addi-
tional information about changes to the election proc-







During the fiscal year 2005-2006 the Planning Board re-
viewed one- (1) subdivision application, two (2) lot line
adjustment applications and two (2) site review applica-
tions.
The Planning Board reviewed and denied a two (2)- lot
subdivision for property owned by Edward and Mary Kel-
ley on Snell Road.
The Planning Board reviewed and approved ar\ application
for lot line adjustment for property owned by Peter <&
Joan Henry and Edward A Mary Kelley for property lo-
cated on Snell Road. The board reviewed and approved
an application for lot line adjustment between two prop-
erties owned by Alana Patterson for properties located
on Jenkins Rd.
The board reviewed and approved a site review applica-
tion for Northeast Credit Union for property located on
Calef Highway \r\ the Commercial Zone. The board re-
viewed and approved a site review application for Veri-
zon Wireless for property located on Concord Road in
the Commercial Zone.
The Board would like to thank all the Department Heads,
Boards, and Committees for their continued support and
input throughout the year. I would like to take this op-
portunity to inform the public that all of our regular
meetings are posted m the Office of Planning A Zoning,
the Town Hall and Town Clerk <& Tax Collector's Office.






Zoning Board of Adjustment
During the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the Zoning Board of
Adjustment acted on eleven (11) applications resulting in
eleven (11) actions.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment reviewed and acted on
three (3) Special Exception requests, one (1) Appeal to
an Administrative Decision, twenty-two (22) Variance
requests and two (2) amendments to previous decisions.
A variance was granted to Verizon Wireless for prop-
erty on Concord Road to allow the installation of a 170'
multiple use wireless telecommunication tower in the
commercial zone and a variance for relief of the side
setback was also granted. Variances were granted to W.
Packy Campbell for property located in the Commercial
Zone on Concord Road for relief to the front setback
requirement, wet soil setback requirement and signage
requirement. Variances were granted to Northeast
Credit Union for lot size; impervious coverage; setbacks;
access: wet soils setbacks and signage for property lo-
cated in the Commercial Zone. A variance was granted
to First Strafford Realty Trust to replace the existing
judges tower at the Lee USA Speedway located on Calef
Highway. A variance was granted to Cynthia Smerdon to
allow for an exercise club for property located on Calef
Highway. A variance request from Albert Witham to
build on a vacant lot on Jenkins Lane was denied.
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A Special Exception was granted to Northeast Credit
Union for a pole sign for property located on Calef High-
way in the commercial zone. A Special Exception was
granted to W. Packy Campbell for a pole sign for prop-
erty located on Concord Road in the commercial zone. A
Special Exception was granted to J & B Plow Sales for a
pole sign for property located on Calef Highway in the
commercial zone.
The board granted an Appeal to an Administrative Deci-
sion for Rodney Hoyt to allow the construction of a new
home on Northside Rd., a private road.
The board approved an amendment to a previous decision
for John's Garage on George Bennett Rd. The board de-
nied a request to amend a previous decision to Fore on
Four, located on Concord Road.
All applications, minutes, and decisions of the hearings
are on file at the Office of Planning A Zoning and are
available for review by the public upon request.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment would like to extend
our thanks to all of the Boards and Department heads
that generously provided recommendations and com-






"Every employee in the Town of Lee desires and has the
right to a workplace free from occupational safety and
health hazards. An effective safety program is designed to
prevent accidents and illnesses, and is established jointly
between employees and management.
Unsafe behaviors, unsafe conditions, and accidents are indi-
cators of a weakness in the loss prevention process that is
in place. A truly effective process provides the framework
for safety and concern for self and others to be integrated
into the organization like any other function through plan-
ning, organization, and leadership. A well-trained, moti-
vated, and team-oriented employee in a safe and healthful
environment is more likely to be highly productive and less
likely to have an accident'
.
The Safety Committee received approval for its written
policy last year. Every department nas been given a copy of
this policy.
It is the committee's responsibility to notify the Board of
Selectmen of any safety hazards in any town building. In
May of this year a through inspection was done or the
Transfer Station. Many of the items of concern were im-
mediately taken care of, such as housekeeping, mandatory
recycling and making sure all persons using the recycling
center are Lee residents. Lines have been painted to inside
the Transfer Station as a means of controlling the traffic.
Management and staff have worked with the Safety Com-
mittee to ensure that all work was done in a timely fashion.
Time and budget permitting more work will be done to en-
sure all employees and residents of the town remain safe.






The primary focus of the Agricultural Advisory Commit-
tee has been to review, update, and identify goals and
objectives for the agricultural section of the new Mas-
ter Plan for the town of Lee 2006-2015 . This commit-
tee was established at the request of the Lee Planning
Board.
The main theme of the Agriculture Section of the hAas-
ter Plan, based on the town-wide survey, is to "Develop
a sustainable compatible balance of traditional land uses
such as farming and forestry , i.e. a working landscape,
resource protection, and (smart) managed residential
and commercial growth". To this end, the committee es-
tablished primary goals and specific action items to ac-
complish them. One of the critical issues Is the need to
insure a positive regulatory environment to keep Lee
"farm friendly",and encourage traditional and innovative
agricultural activities in order to foster the sustainabil-
ity of farms and farmland, and the availability and lo-
cal production of food and fiber in the community such
as a Farmer's Market, seasonal farm stands, agricultural
tourism, and community supported agriculture {CSA)
programs.
Top priority action items included: (1) The development
of a warrant article for the 2006 Town Meeting to
strengthen and further define Agriculture and Farming,
seasonal farmstands, farm markets, and agricultural
tourism (all since adopted). (2) The establishment of a
permanent standing town advisory committee (the Lee
Agricultural Advisory Committee) by the Board of Se-
lectmen to assist in decision making processes and car-
rying out the objectives of the Master Plan. (3) The es-
tablishment of a Lee Cooperative Farmer's Market to
increase the availability and diversity of local agricul-
tural production and products connecting the towns citi-
zens with their local farms.
Thank You to all for your continued support. Hopefully




The Solid Waste Committee (SWC) reports that trans-
ferred waste in 2006 totaled 2,257 tons, which repre-
sents an Increase of 2.8% from 2005. As shown in the
table, solid waste increased, while construction and
demolition (C A D) decreased. Recycling also declined.
While the differences in recyclables sola at the end of
the year versus recyclables stored, plus the differences
in years (calendar versus fiscal) make year to year com-
parisons unreliable, it is clear that recycling tonnage has
declined from a peak in 2002. The SWC will evaluate
alternative methods to reverse this trend. Despite the
decrease, the markets for recycled materials remained
strong, as income from recycling increased by 4.1%, ris-
ing from $44,950 in FY-2005 to $46,780 in FY-2006.
Transferred Waste m Tons (2002 - 2006)
Type 2002 2003 2004 2005 [1] 2006 [1]
Solid Waste
longer be placed in the C & D container. Look for a
separate container for "clean" sheetrock (no paint,
wallpaper, naWs, etc.). Other sheetrock and pressure
-treated materials (no larger than 2'x2') should go in
the trash (non-recyclable).
• A household hazardous waste day was held in Dover
In September, and another one will be scheduled for
the fall of 2007.
• Stickers for the transfer station are mandatory and
the new "blue" ones are good through 2007.
• Special thanks are extended to Randy Stevens, the
Highway Department, and Bob Shappell of Oyster
River Construction for installing a new drainage sys-
tem at the facility.
• The contract for waste disposal at Turnkey expires
in December 2006. A significant cost Increase may
result, and the SWC will be exploring different ways
to offset rising costs.
In closing, the SWC encourages all residents who recycle to
keep it up, and those who don't, to please make an effort.
Last year, recycling efforts saved the town $87,000, so




Internet Technology Advisory Committee
The Internet Technology Advisory Committee began meet-
ing in October 2006. The members include Paul Gasowski
(Cnair), Blaine Cox, Jay Hilyard, Doug Poulin, Ann Wright
and the Selectman's Representative, Frank Reinhold.
The Advisory Committee has been charged with assessing
the Town of Lee's computer (both hardware and software)
and website needs, as well as initially putting together a
PEG (Public, Educational, Governmental) Access Television
Station as per our franchise agreement with Comcast.
Currently the Committee is meeting twice a month trying
to get up-to-speed on town needs.
Jay Hilyard and Blaine Cox assessed all the town's com-
puters regarding age, compatibility and usability. Mr.
Hilyard then wrote the results up into a Technology Infra-
structure Report which included recommendations on when
certain Town computers should be replaced. He and Mr.
Cox also found it very important to have all the computers
on a networked antiviral program which not many or them
currently had. The Committee thought this was a very im-
portant initial expenditure.
Mr. Poulin who runs the website and the PEG Access Tele-
vision Station in Newmarket, visited the Portsmouth facili-
ties and found that once Lee began digitally videotaping all
Selectman and Planning Board Meetings it would be rela-
tively simple for us to have streaming video on our updated
town website. This would allow peopfe who did not have ca-
ble or who missed the repeated cablecasts of the broad-
casts to watch the meetings on their computers at their
leisure.
The Committee unanimously feels that Lee needs a more
comprehensive and a user friendly website. We will be able
to only change it moderately now and with volunteer ef-
fort, because there was no money in the budget for a rec-
reated one this fiscal year. Hopefully a modified one will
excite the townspeople enough to want to see the website
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changed radically with the Town Crier information
online, as well as most meeting minutes, agendas and
schedules. At this writing, we are working on getting
regular email updates out to interested town residents
to further the dissemination of town information.
Paul Gasowski, a video technology educator at ORHS and
someone who was very involved in the formation of Dur-
ham's PEG Access Station, Ann Wright a former Man-
ager of Portland Public Access and Gorham Public Ac-
cess and Blaine Cox, who was instrumental \n getting a
PEG Access Station in Epping are working with Mr. Poulin
and Mr. Hilyard to see that Lee's Channel 13 is up and
running soon. Initially it will just have an Electronic Bul-
letin Board notifying citizens of upcoming events and no-
tices of importance as well as the televising of Select-
men and Planning Board meetings. Our hope is that it
will soon become a vibrant channel with programs docu-
menting many subjects of interest In our town, such as
historical, public safety, and recreational.
With town officials, community members and volunteers
supporting the efforts of both the new website and the
PEG Access Station, our small town will become more co-
hesive and knowledgeable about what Is happening in
Lee. That is the hope of the ITAC.
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Water Resource Advisory Committee
In 2006, the Water Resource Advisory Committee
(WRAC) focused their efforts on informing and educat-
ing the Town on local water resources subjects through
communication. With the help of new members Michael
Pellecchia and Bill McDowell the WRAC has started pub-
lishing "The Water Resource Report" which has appeared
regularly in the Town Crier. The spring issue reported on
the final results of a town-wide water resource study,
conducted by the UNH Department of Earth Sciences.
The results of the study were also presented to the pub-
lic in a presentation at Town Hall in April 2006. The town
will continue to have available this valuable compendium
of previous studies and new interpretations, to provide
input whenever a town decision is affected by the loca-
tion of water resources. In the summer issue of the
Town Crier, LWRAC reported on the Mother's Day floods
and provided much scientific and anecdotal information.
LWRAC also provided many web links, which can increase
Lee residents' understanding of flood related impacts
and issues. Later in the year, LWRAC contributions to
the Town Crier focused on water quality and reported on
the research of the Lamprey River Hyarologic Observa-
tory. Under the direction of committee chairman Dave
Ceaarholm, an effort is also being made to encourage
more interaction among regional groups with an interest
in water resources. Continuing dialogue and discussion on
water resources is important to Lee residents, as water
directly or indirectly affects many plans, ideas and inten-
tions for allocation of natural resources within the town.
Additionally, there is interdependence among the towns,
particularly with regard to rivers, dams, water supplies,
and emergency resources. The WRAC meets on the third
Thursday of tne month at the Town Hall Annex beginning





































The establishment of a Lee Heritage Commission was
approved at the 2005 town meeting. Eight three year
term members, including a Lee Selectmen's representa-
tive, a Lee Historical Society's representative, and
three alternates were solicited in the spring and the
Commission began meeting in June 2005. The current
members are Richard Wellington, Selectman; Patricia
Jenkins, Lee Historical Society; Laura Gund; Sarah Cox;
Tina Sawtelle; and three alternates; Ann Wright, Dave
Miner, and Julia Samnotra. Laurel Cox acts as the Ease-
ment Advisor.
The New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources
states that Heritage Commissions are "intended to have
a town-wide scope and a range of activities that \s de-
termined by eacn individual municipality. Heritage com-
missions do for cultural resources what conservation
commissions do for natural resources" (NH DHR/SHPO
Oct 1996, revised June 2001).
The general powers of the Heritage Commission as de-
fined by RSA 674:4-b are:
(a) Survey and inventory cultural resources
(b) Conduct research and publish findings, including
reports to establish the legal basis for a district
and preparation of historic district ordinances
prior to its adoption or amendment
(c) Assist the planning board, as requested, in the
development and review of those sections of the
master plan which address cultural and historic
resources
(d) Advise, upon request, local agencies and other lo
cal boards in their review of requests on matters
affecting or potentially affecting cultural and
historic resources
(e) Coordinate ac-t'iw'i-t'ies with appropriate service or
ganizations and nonprofit groups
(f) Publicize its activities
(g) Hire consultants and contractors as needed
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(h) Receive gifts of money and property, both real and
personal, In the name of the town, subject to the
approval of the board of selectmen, such gifts to
be managed and controlled by the commission or its
proper purposes
(i) Hold meetings and hearings necessary to carry out
its duties.
One of the Commission's primary responsibilities \s moni-
toring the building areas of easement properties. The
Commission conducts walks of easement properties, ad-
vises property owners on easement requirements pertain-
ing to buildings, and submits status reports to easement
holders.
Ongoing projects include aiding the Board of Selectmen in
implementing the Historic Agricultural Structure Discre-
tionary Easement program, which encourages the repair
and maintenance of historic agricultural structures, and
placing easements on our scenic gravel roads \n order to
preserve Lee's historic agricultural character.
Cartland Road, with its many farms and historic buildings,
was placed under a historic easement through a public
vote at the 2006 Town Meeting. Papers showing the poet
John Greenleaf Whittier's connection to the Cartland
family are housed in the Lee Historical Society, and the
history of the Underground Railroad on Cartland Road is
well-documented. The Heritage Commission believes that
protecting these scenic roads provides a window into Lee's
past from which the community can learn and work toward
a shared future.
The Lee Heritage Commission works collaboratively with
the Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, Conservation
Commission, Recreation Commission, Historical Society,
and New Hampshire Preservation Alliance to further its
goal of "Keeping Yesterday Safe for Tomorrow."
Respectfully submitted,
The Lee Heritage Commission
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Conservation Commission
Members of Conservation Commission: Alan Eaton, Laura
Gund, Antoinette Hartgerink, Bill Humm (Chair), David
Meeker, Tim Moody, Anne Tappan (Alternate Member),
Richard Weyrick (Emeritus)
Major Activities of Lee Conservation Commission
Protection of Open Space: The Lee Conservation Commis-
sion continues to work with the Town's Board of Selectmen
and Laurel Cox, the Land Protection Administrator, to ex-
pand the area of protected open space within the Town.
The Commission works closely with the Land Protection Ad-
ministrator to identify environmentally important land par-
cels within the Town, assist in negotiation with landowners,
develop baseline documentation and stewardship plans, and
provide financial support, from Commission funds, for sur-
vey costs, sales options and incidental expenses related to
land purchase or the granting of conservation easements.
In this past year these act'w/\-t\es have helped the Town to
continue to expand the area of protected land within the
Town. The willingness of the citizens of Lee to protect
open space and farmland for future generations \s known
and respected throughout the State. We can be proud of
this record but must not forget that more needs to be
done to ensure that future citizens of Lee will have signifi-
cant reminders of the rural Lee we now enjoy.
Oversight of the Town's Conservation Easements: The
Conservation Commission is charged with the responsibility
of overseeing all conservation easements within the Town.
Laura Gund has assumed responsibility for the organization
and reporting of this activity. In fulfilling this stewardship
responsibility, members of tne Commission visit each ease-
ment annually to check compliance with the terms of the
easement. As the Town's acreage of protected property in-
creases, this has become a major component of the Com-
mission's activities. In the past year twenty such site visits
were made and conclusions formally reported to the appro-
priate oversight organization.
Advice to Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment: In accordance with its statutory responsibilities, the
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Commission serves as advisor to the Planning Board and
Zoning Board of Adjustment on matters relating to the pro-
tection of wetlands and other items of environmental con-
cern. Antoinette Hartgerink has assumed primary responsi-
bility for organizing and reporting this activity. During the
period covered by this report the Commission conducted
sewer\ site y\s'\ts involving proposed construction projects,
applications for special exceptions, variances to the Town's
zoning regulations, or other matters. Three of the site vis-
its resulted ir\ written reports to the ZBA. In addition to
these formal activities, members of the Commission, Rich-
ard Weyrick and Antoinette Hartgerink primarily, have pro-
vided informal advice to many landowners and/or contrac-
tors before and during construction.
Educational and Outreach Activities: Members of the
Commission, primarily Richard Weyrick and Alan Eaton, led
a number of walks and field trips this past year. In addi-
tion, the Commission provided information relating to con-
servation easements and its other responsibilities at the
Lee Fair (where it also provided its official fiddler, Alan
Eaton). Members of the Commission also participated in
events organized and sponsored by Friends of Lee Open
Space, Oyster River Watershed Association, and other or-
ganizations. Alan Eaton has compiled a biological inventory
(recording the species and abundance of plants and animals)
for the entire Lee Town Forest Complex. Copies of the in-
ventory, with color photos, are available to the public at the
Town Hall and Library. Bill Humm has overseen a co-
occurrence mapping project in conjunction with the Straf-
ford Regional Planning Commission. This suite of GIS-linked
maps provides the Town with an exceptional tool for land-
use planning. Members of the Commission have also partici-
pated in various committees involved \n the formulation of
the Town's Master Plan.
Eagle Scout Project. The Conservation Commission would
like to thank Joe Murphy who, as part of his Eagle Scout
requirements, planned and completed a project involving the
rehabilitation of habitat at two sites on Town-owned land,
one behind the Safety Complex and the other on the Wulf
Lot. In addition to clearing of small trees and shrubs, non-
native mwasiwe species were identified and removed from
the sites. Scout Murphy has also completed a brochure and
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descriptive sign indicating the significance of the project.
4H Conservation Camp Scholarship: In previous years the
Commission has awarded one, or more, full scholarships to
the Barry 4H Conservation Camp to Lee residents. In 2006
there were no applicants for such a scholarship. Students
living m the Town who are interested ir\ applying for a 2007
scholarship award are encouraged to contact a member of
the Commission.
Retirement of Richard Weyrick. . Richard Weyrick has
retired from the Commission after more than 25 years ser-
vice and 6 years as its Chair, On behalf of the Town the
Conservation Commission would like to thank Dick for his
many years of collegial service and exceptional, unselfish,
and conscientious leadership. To the benefit of the Com-
mission, he continues to serye as a tireless volunteer and to
share his wealth of information and experience.
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RECREATION COMMISSION
During July of 2005, several members of the Lee commu-
nity met at the former Granger Gravel pit which had re-
cently been acquired by the town. Those present were
interested in turning the former pit into a park and rec-
reation place with hopes for a few athletic fields, nature
trails, and other features that would serve the citizens
of Lee. Many of these interested individuals became the
newly appointed members of the Lee Recreation Commis-
sion.
Beginning in the fall of 2005, the Lee Recreation Commis-
sion consisted of the following: Dawn Genes, Paul Kerri-
gan, Phil Sanborn, Jr., John Shea, and Ann Wight as mem-
bers. Geoff Carlton, Charles McClain, Cynthia McLain,
Steve Slovinski and Dave Young serve as alternates.
The Commission set about the task of making preliminary
plans for the park naming it "Little River Park'. The Little
River forms tne western boundary now that the town has
purchased the former Mills property. With the further
addition of part of the Bricker property, the Little River
Park now has a contiguous area of 40 acres. The Little
River is absolutely beautiful here and changes from rip-
ples to a meandering stream.
A study of the plants and ecosystems present in the park
was conducted in the spring or 2006. Investigations are
underway to determine the feasibility of fitting a base-
ball field and at least one soccer field on the site.
The town baseball field got a fix up in the spring. Thanks
to the efforts of Dave Young, Brennan Young, Geoff Carl-
ton, Ricky Stevens, Brent Wurzer, Kaitlyn Wurzer, Nick
Wurzer, Paul Kerrigan, Stan Barker, Phil Sanborn, Samuel
Sanborn, Nathan Sanborn, Josh Sanborn, Norm Vetter,
Peter Hoyt, Steve Haendler, Stan Barker, John Shea, An-
thony Shea, Matt Shea, and Ryan Shea. John Shea do-
nated the stone dust and clay and many of these same
vounteers donated tools and equipment.
New baselines, an elevated pitcher's mound, and the start
of new dugouts were completed. Players have been enjoy-
ing the improvements to the field. Dugouts will be built
soon and a net will be strung up along Recycling Center
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Road to keep fly balls off of the road.
The ever popular Easter Egg Hunt was held at Town field
the day before Easter to the delight of many children.
Brightly colored eggs filled with candy or slips of paper to
redeem prizes sent children of all ages scrambling to
quickly find as many eggs as possible. Many thanks to Cyn-
thia l\kcC\a\n for organizing the event and to the Friends of
Lee Recreation for their assistance.
An event not to be missed by many Lee residents, the An-
nual Fishing Derby was a great success. The fish were
jumping as youngsters tried their best techniques and bait
to catch the most and the biggest fish of the day. Thanks
to the generosity of the Stevens Family for hosting the
Fishing Derby at their farm on Tuttle Road, participants
were treated with fun, community and a beautiful setting.
Recreation Commission meetings are held on the first Mon-






This has been another year of mow, mow, mow. Matt Stevens, son
of Cemetery Superintendent Randy Stevens, has been working part-
time helping Randy and Warren with mowing, burials, grave marker
resetting and various other chores such as painting fences. Matt
has painted the fence at Carrie Grace Hill private trust cemetery
and will continue at some others needing their fences done as well,
such as Chesley and Arthur Fernald, which were not completed last
year.
Cemeteries remain in good shape except for the grub infestation
which occurred at Old "Parish and Lee Hill. TruGreen Chemlawn was
hired to apply grub control (both circumventive and preventative)
and as long as they were there doing that, we had them apply fertil-
izer as well to save some labor for Randy. Hopefully, grub infesta-
tion will no longer be a problem in coming years.
The Vinca planted at the Ryan Yard Cemetery (next to the Public
Safety Complex) did not do well. Master Gardener Marianne Banks
felt too much sand and salt from the driveway leaches into the soil
so we are planning on a method to encourage grass there instead.
Strangely, the daylilies in some corners are doing fine.
Our trees in Lee Hill Cemetery are getting larger, and the Kousa
Dogwood was covered with pink blossoms this summer. We hope to
plant more trees; Randy is hoping we do not. They do cause a prob-
lem with their roots when it is time for a burial.
Upcoming plans include a sign for Lee Hill Cemetery and a bulletin
board.
We would like to thank Clark & Leslie Couse, Robert IV A Mary
Woodward, Michael A Melissa Rogers and John A Carol Hutton, who
agreed to maintain the private cemeteries on their properties once
we have assisted them in getting them into shape.
The Cemetery Trustees would aaa'm like to thank the VFW for plac-
ing memorial flags on veterans graves at Lee Hill Cemetery and
many outlying ones and another thank you to Randy, Warren A Matt
for Keeping the cemeteries looking so good.
Respectfully submitted,





Public Library Board of Trustees
The Library Board of Trustees continued to work on
several initiatives during the year. In September, the
board hired Library Building consultant Patience Jack-
son to conduct a space needs assessment of the library.
Ms. Jackson spent considerable hours measuring, inter-
viewing, and collecting data to complete the report,
which includes recommendations based on nationally rec-
ognized standards for libraries. The report, completed
in February, highlighted current facility deficiencies
and projected appropriate space needs with a twenty-
year planning horizon. The results are highlighted in a
booklet titled "Your Lee Public Library."
In May the trustees hosted a public information session
at the library to review the highlights of the consultant
report, to snare the trustees' plan for the upcoming
months, and to elicit comments and ideas from those \n
attendance about the library's future. The board plans
to meet with various groups during the course ot the
coming year with the intention of hearing interests and
concerns as well as generating ideas.
As part of the planning process, the trustees made vis-
its to libraries in comparable towns and have planned
several more. The purpose of these wislts is to investi-
gate the many aspects of library design and use. Once
the visits are completed and the board has gathered
public and staff input, the trustees will use this infor-
mation to formulate a proposal that focuses on the fu-
ture plans of the library.
The trustees also spent time revising their by-laws In
preparation for the board's expansion from 3 to 5 trus-
tees in March 2006.
Respectfully Submitted
Lee Public Library Board of Trustees
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Other improvements in library services and opera-
tions included the installation of a f ire-proor out-
door book return, and the unveiling of the new
library website, which features the online catalog,
links to local organizations as well as up-to-date
library news.
The library would like to thank its dedicated
staff, trustees, Friends group, volunteers, town
officials and employees and Lee residents for
their continued support of the library's mission to
meet the educational, cultural and informational
needs of the Lee community.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Morin
Director, Lee Public Library
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LAND PROTECTION
The Town of Lee continues to be one of the leaders in the
state in its commitment to responsible land protection and
stewardship of its natural resources. Surrounding commu-
nities have used the 2005 Lee Cost of Community Services
Study as a pattern for their own community studies. The
2006-2015 Lee Master Plan states strong support and com-
mitment for continuing land protection efforts for the
farms, forests and wetlands of Lee.
Land Protection to Date
The total area of Lee is 12,926 acres. There are about
2154 acres of protected land, about 16.7%. There are now
conservation projects m process that could bring that total
up to 18.6%. (New York City has protected about 27% of its
land area.) Over half of the land in Lee, 7386 acres in
2005, is in Current Use tax status.
The conservation easement for Birch Hill Farm was signed
in January 2006, the Rothwell and Bricker fee simple pur-
chases, authorized at the March 2006 Town Meeting, were
closed in October 2006, and several other projects are al-
most finished.
Stewardship
Once our land is protected, the need is to care for and
manage it.
The new Lee Agricultural Committee is active in encourag-
ing local food production by both farmers and homeowners.
The new Lee Cooperative Farmers Market is bringing
more citizen involvement into the local food growing and
distribution system.
The Strafford County Farm Bureau is actively promoting
local agriculture and the effort to begin growing our own
biofuel crops for local energy production.
The Lee Conservation Commission is investigating planning
for the long-term management for the town forests, ana
performs annual monitoring visits to each of the town-held
easements.
The Friends of Lee Open Space has raised over $1000 in
2006 for land protection, through its sales of t-shirts,
hats, sweatshirts, and raffle at its Conservation Corner of
the Lee Country Fair and its information table at voting
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days. It sponsored the celebration and information session
on the history of Cartland Road at Woolmark Farm in
March 2006, and plans more outreach events for the public.
There has been enthusiastic interest in the formation and
organization of the Lee Trails Committee, as it begins to
outline the possibilities for a town-wide trails network that
could link neighborhoods and the center of town.
The Lee Heritage Commission is working with the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire to develop a responsible restoration
plan for the DeMeritt Homestead House and the protection
of the Burley-DeMeritt Farm, as UNH proceeds with the
establishment of its new organic dairy research facility,
the first in the country.
And the Lee Recreation Commission \s actively planning for
the recreational uses of Little River Park and other recrea-
tion areas \n town.
The vitality of the awareness in Lee of the importance of
responsible, local stewardship of the land is exciting, and
demonstrates a clear commitment to keep our land safe and
productive for future generations.
2006 Grants for Land Protection
Lee was awarded a total of $340,000 from the Farm and
Ranch Land Protection Program (FRPP) for the protection
of the Moriarty Farm. It is a USDA sponsored program
that targets the protection of productive agricultural soils.
The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
Water Supplv Land Grant Program (NHDESWSLGP) has
awarded Lee $225,000 toward the purchase and protection
of the 20-acre Lee Five Corners Reserve, $104,000 toward
the fee simple purchase of the adjacent 43-acre Cheney
property, and $171,500 toward a conservation easement
for the Moriarty Farm.
The New England Grassroots Environmental Fund awarded
us $1500 for land protection outreach, which covered the
printing and mailing expenses of the Winter 2006 Lee Con-
servation News.
Grant Applications Ahead for Land Protection
We have applied for up to $450,000 from the NHDE5
Water Supply Land Grant Program for the purchase of con-
servation easements and fee simple purchases for several
properties that are important for public water resource
protection.
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We have applied for $2.8 million from the Coastal Estua-
rine Land Conservation Program for the purchase of conser-
vation easements and fee simple purchases of about 570
acres of land that are important for the protection of the
Great Bay Drainage of the coastal watershed. This is for
253 acres in the Lamprey River Watershed and 317 acres in
the Oyster River Watershed. This is a new competitive
program that is an outgrowth of Senator Judd Gregg's ear-
mark appropriations for the protection of the Great Bay
Estuary. Tne top three proposals, which included the Lee
proposal, from the New Hampshire Coastal Watershed were
chosen to go to Washington, DC for national competition.
The protection of these properties \s critical for maintain-
ing clean water for both community drinking water and for
the maintenance of healthy estuarine and freshwater habi-
tats.
In the spring of 2007, we plan to apply for grants for the
protection of two farms for the Farm and Ranch Land Pro-
tection Program. This program offers a 50% match to
other funds, which can come from the landowner in the
form of a donation, or local town or state funding sources.
We have applied to the Center for Land Conservation Assis-
tance for up to $10,000 to help defray the transaction
costs (survey, appraisal, legal costs) that are involved \n the
purchase of land and conservation easements.
Cooperation with Neighboring Towns
We are working actively with the towns of Madbury, Dur-
ham, and Barrington on the protection of the undeveloped
greenways that cross town borders. The four Town Con-
servation Commissions, the Strafford Regional Planning
Commission, Strafford County Conservation District, Lam-
prey River Advisory Committee, Oyster River Watershed
Association, Strafrord Rivers Conservancy, and the UNH
Cooperative Extension have sponsored an informational eve-
ning session on "Estate Planning for Family Lands", which
helps landowners understand some of the various available
options for both conservation of the land and the estate
tax implications at the time of inheritance.
The process of land protection requires the participation of
many members of the community and local, state, and fed-
eral organizations. Lee has been blessed with many commit-
ted citizens and a strong, supportive network of land pro-
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tection and educational organizations that believe in the ef-
fort to keep our farms, forests, and wetlands healthy and








The Lee Historical Society Museum began the year with a
new roof. The 132 year old slate was removed and saved.
They will be decorated and sold as a fund raiser for LHS.
Thanks to a permanent dehumidif ier we are now able to open
the doors in the springtime. Given the rain this year, those
doors would have been swollen shut until to July.
Our spring programs were very interesting. Diane Philbrick of
Candla spoke on the history of Stone Walls and Harold Ward
spoke to the group on his experiences during World War II.
The Museum was open from July 9 until Fair Day, September
9. While the visitors have been \r\ small numbers, they did in-
crease as the summer went on. A very big thank you to Janet
Wall, Lynn Krugel, Phyllis Shenefiel, l^ananne Banks, Gloria
Quigley, Clara Kustra, Christi Moss, Joan Seeley, David and
Sharon Meeker, Lorraine Cabrel, Marianne Loomis and Carolyn
Bassage, who helped staff the Museum on Saturday mornings.
This fall our programs were in October the 4
th
in a series
spotlighting Lee Farms, and in November Bob and Sara
Casassa, and Liz and Skip Webb put on a skit of Lives Past
Lived. Meet Martha was a woman of 1858, who describes
what her family life was like.
We had a few more acquisitions this year which necessitated
moving things around and up stairs. Thanks to the Kemp Fam-
ily, Bob Cabrel, Janet Wall,and Kevin Shenefiel we got that
job done. A chest and three old wooden chairs from the Town
Hall have a new home. Lynn Krugel donated a crazy quilt.
Donna Eisenhard passed on some documents she found in old
town papers and has given some old package goods she found
at flea markets. Children's books and old toys have found a
new home in the school section of the Museum. Also acquired
were kitchen utensils from the 1920s - 1940s.
The society continues to work on gathering information on
houses, businesses and people m town. We are making small
strides, but need help from people in Lee. If you have any
history or pictures ot your home or people who used to live





You know us by our works -
As you drive through our "downtown" center, you
must have noticed the "upgraded" David N. Allan Park
which has continued to bloom all season, thanks to more
rain this season than last and a generous offer of water
from a resident who lives at the triangle. The Lee
Safety complex on George Bennett Road, following land-
scaping of the sign and eradication of a thistle explo-
sion, continues to look great. Last but not least, the
newly expanded garden at the Lee Town Library en-
trance welcomes everyone who y\s\ts.
Coming attractions -
Besides keeping our present spaces spiffy, we re-
spond to calls of new areas \n need of attention. This
year the staff at the Robert L. Keniston, Sr. Recycling
and Transfer Station urged us to give their facility
some class. (With such an imposing name and a Dump
Fest planned, who could resist?) To date, plantings have
been added to the base of the sign. Our next goal \s to
create a sustainable landscape to the right side of the
recycling building which will make the complex more
pleasing to the eye. This fall, aided by a generous supply
of Randy's "black gold", we will prepare the soil base so
it is ready for spring planting or trees, bushes, and
bulbs.
In closing, we thank all our helpers past and pre-
sent and urge you our readers to join us. In all our en-
deavors man/woman power \s essential and needs con-
stant renewal as our aging "machinery" gives out. So we
hope you will add your good energy to enhancing Lee's
public spaces as well.
Call or email Carolyn Bassage 659-337cbassage@aol.com
or Gael Grant 659-6709 rampartsnh@comcast.net
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FRIENDS OF THE LEE PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Board of Directors new initiatives for fundraising
took on three new areas of community interest and par-
ticipation:
1. A ladies tea was held at the Lee Church Congrega-
tional. The event included individual tables of invitees
served high tea by their hostesses incorporating crea-
tive menus and attentive conversation. A representative
from Portsmouth Tea Company was the guest speaker.
2. Baking products and baking kits from King Arthur
Baking Company are on sale at
the library. A delicious variety of packages to choose
from to assist you with your
baking needs.
3. Preparation for a Holiday Open House with six his-
toric Lee homes is in the process.
Membership in the Friends continues with community
spirit. We gratefully thank all who have joined to be-
come the large group of support for the library.
The Lee Community Cookbook, Yankee Magazine Commu-
nity Partners subscriptions, book bags, T-shirts and note
cards were on sale at the library.
The monies raised from these endeavors are used to
purchase, support, and enhance the capabilities of the
library. This year the Board has approved the following:
1. Support for the summer reading program, includ-
ing books, performers, storytellers, reading in-
centives ana snacks.
2. Thomson &a e - Opposing Viewpoints series




6. Speakers to use with the LCD projector
7. Projection screen
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8. Digital camera and accessories
9. Refrigerator magnets - with Lee Public Library
information (hours, address, phone and fax num-
bers and email)
10. Ben Kilham - speaker - Among the Bears
11. John Clayton - speaker - you know you're in New
Hampshire when...
12. Deborah Bruss - author - celebrating National
Children's Book Week
13. Alex Feldman for end of summer reading program
14. Snacks for the after school reading program
15. Museum passes are available for Currier Museum
of Art, Canterbury Shaker Village, Strawbery
Banke Museum, Portsmouth Children's Museum,
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and, shared with the
Madbury and Durham Libraries, the Boston Chil-
dren's Museum and Boston Museum of Science.
Ar\ Old-Time Country Dance was held at the Lee Church
Congregational \r\ November for the community and
friends. Participants enjoyed a variety of dances, fun
and food.
Baked goods (from Friends members) and beverages
were made available at Town Meeting.
Thank you to all Friends members and community mem-
bers that have contributed time, expertise and support




Friends of Lee Public Library
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McGregor Memorial EMS
(formerly Durham Ambulance Corps)
2006 Lee Town Report
"Committed to Compassionate Excellence"
www.mcgregorems.org
McGregor Memorial EMS is a volunteer, non-profit or-
ganization providing emergency medical services to the
communities of Durham, Lee, Madbury, and UNH. Our
volunteers include residents of Lee, Durham, and Mad-
bury, and students at UNH. Founded nearly four dec-
ades ago in memory of Dr. George G. McGregor, we re-
cently celebrated our 38th anniversary providing exem-
plary emergency services to the community. McGregor
maintains an organizational commitment to excellence,
and prides itself on being one of the most cost-
effective, highly trained and professionally organized
ambulance services in the state. Compassionate service
is the hallmark of our organization. To learn more about
McGregor, visit our website at www.mcgregorems.org.
Durham Ambulance Corps is now . . . McGregor Me-
morial EMS . Our new name reflects our volunteers
dedication to delivering compassionate, high-quality care
to all four of the communities we serve—Lee, Durham,
Madbury and UNH.
Statistics In 2006, McGregor responded to 247 calls in
Lee, a 6% decrease from 2005 (long term trends, how-
ever, show increasing call volumes). In addition to the
calls in Lee, we responded to 860 calls in Durham/UNH,
71 calls in Madbury, and 69 calls to other communities.
For 2007, we are projecting over 1330 calls total, a 6%
increase
2006 Accomplishments
Significantly IncreasedHours Volunteered On-Call
Volunteer hours increased over 25%
11,000+ hours volunteered in 2006 (est.)
o 9,000+ hours volunteered in 2005
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This is the fundamental basis for our ability to deliver
call coverage 24x7.
Over 250 "Community CPR Heroes" Trained
McGregor EMS is the largest provider of CPR training to
the local community.
250+ "Community CPR Heroes" will be trained \x\
2007
Partnered with Durham, Lee and Madbury public
libraries
Moharimet Elementary schools became the first
"CPR Safe" school in the district, with over 90%
of the teachers and staff trained \x\ CPR by
McGregor
ImplementedNew AHA Resuscitation Guidelines
Implemented new, updated resuscitation guidelines pub-
lished by the American Heart Association
Assisted local fire and police EMS first responders
in transitioning to the new guidelines.
Only local non-hospital-based American Heart As-
sociation Training Center.
McGregor Institute ofEMS Launched "Committed to
Excellence in EMS Education"
Among the largest centers of educa-
tion for the EMS professional in the
Seacoast.
Provides crucial education for our own organiza-
tion and other EMS organizations around us.
EMT-Intermediate certification, EMT-Basic cer-
tification, EMT-I and EMT-B refreshers, Emer-
gency Vehicle Operators Course and CPR instruc-
tor.
RevampedMcGregor EMS Website
Revamped our main website to make EMS-related mate-
rials more accessible to the public
We established a new McGregor Institute web-
site (www.mcgregorinstitute.net), providing bet-
ter access to educational offerings.
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Recognized for Citizenship
McGregor was recognized \x\ UNH President's Report for
fostering student citizenship and commitment to com-
munity.
McGregor EMS was the focus of a "Durham, It's
Where You Live Campaign."
Increased Integration with State and Federal EMS Ef-
forts
McGregor continues to provide regional guidance \x\ EMS.
We are increasingly integrated with local, state and na-
tional initiatives to improve EMS, including:
serving on WDH cardiology task force, seeking to
speed care for heart attack victims
participating on the statewide committee ad-
dressing new EMS protocols
serving on the NH EMS for Children Advisory
Committee
irw/lfed to attend the national EMS for Children
grantee conference in Washington
Feedback from Customers
A list of our accomplishments for the year would be in-
complete without feedback from our 'customers"—the
patients we transported to the hospital. Here's what
they had to say in written survey responses:
"I credit the ambulance crew that responded that night
with helping to save my life. I will be forever grateful.
Their timely response and exceptional treatment of me
resulted in allowing the hospital staff to quickly diag-
nose my problem (heart attack) and treat me accord-
ingly. . . . Please convey my deepest appreciation to these
wonderfulpeople as I remain forever in their debt.
"
McGregor Patient, March 2006
"I want to take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks for the wonderrul treatment I received. . . . The
response seemed almost instantaneous and many of my
colleagues have remarked at how quickly the ambulance
arrived since that incident. . . . As frightened as I was, I
knew they would do their utmost for me. I count myself
very fortunate to have receivedsuch wonderful care.
"
McGregor Patient, March 2006
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We Want Your Memories! With almost four decades of
service to the Town of Lee, we have cared for genera-
tions of Lee residents. As we prepare for our 40 Anni-
Sexual Assault Report
Sexual Assault Support Services Is dedicated to supporting
victims/survivors in their effort to heal from the trauma
of sexual assault, childhood sexual abuse, and stalking,
while striving to prevent the occurrence of sexual violence
in local communities and in society at large.
This mission \s accomplished by providing the following ser-
vices:
1. Confidential 24-hour toll-free sexual assault crisis hot
line
2. 24-hour advocacy and support at police stations, hospi
tal emergency rooms, the courts, and the Child Advocacy
Center
3. Support groups for rape survivors, sexual abuse survi
vors, parents, and others affected by sexual violence
4. Professional training and consultation to police depart-
ments, hospitals, schools, and others in tne community
5. Sexual abuse and sexual assault prevention education \n
the schools and \n community organizations for children,
teens, and parents
6. Sexual harassment workshops for the community
7. Information and referral services
CLIENT SERVICES
During the 2005-2006 fiscal year, SASS responded to
877 people, providing 4840 units of service through hot-
line calls, accompaniments at hospitals, police depart-
ments and Child Advocacy Centers and the provision of
support groups.
EDUCATION PROGRAM
5ASS educators had an especially vital year. With the
addition of a third part-time educator, generously
funded by the World Childhood Foundation, SASS was
able to present its range of age-based programs to a to-
tal of 10,742 students, 721 Teachers and over 900
other adults. They spent nearly 575 hours In classrooms
for a total of 538 presentations.
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8. OUTREACH AND SPECIAL EVENTS
There were four major special events for SASS in 2005
-2006. September 2005 heralded the first annual
SASS Cruise, and \r\ October we partnered with A Safe
Place to host the first annual Porchlight Luncheon. Our
popular Beat leJuice concert was held in February, and
April brought the Walk-a-Thon to the streets ot Ports-
mouth.
SASS was also represented at numerous community
events: the Dover Coalition of Youth, Aids Response of
the Seacoast, UNH Justice Studies, Common Table at
St. John's Church, Market Square Day in Portsmouth,
and the Walk for Families in Rochester.
All of these programs were enhanced by the contribu-
tions from towns like Lee, and we so appreciate your
participation in helping to keep Sexual Assault Support
Services a vital agency.
Diane Glese





nursing • home support • adult day care





Whether a person is dealing with
difficulties due to a disability, aging,
chronic illness or just getting back on
their feet after surgery or a hospital
stay, the compassionate, professional
staff at The Homemakers Health
Services is available to make life easier.
Established in 1974, the mission of The
Homemakers Health Services is to pro-
vide safe, comprehensive, reliable and
professional home healthcare, home support, and
adult medical day care services to those adults of
Strafford County who need them in order to maintain
independence ana quality of life in the home; and to pre-
vent, if possible, unnecessary hospitalization or nursing
home placement.
As an organization, we work towards the fulfillment of
our mission with dedication and teamwork. Above all, we
value personal dignity, independence and quality of life,
and strive for excellence in the quality of the health-
care we provide.
During the past year, The Homemakers provided
$3,356,695 worth of health care services to adults
throughout Strafford County,
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These services included :
• 6,720 visits to provide nursing, rehabilitative thera-
pies, and medical social work,
• 9,498 hours of home health and personal care ser-
vices,
• 32,662 hours of homemaker services,
• 62,225 hours of in-home care (companionship)
services, and
• 44,814 hours of adult medical day care services.
At The Homemakers, we believe that given the right
tools and information, adults \n^
|
j
our community can continue*
to lead healthy, quality lives, re-
gardless of age. With this \n
mind, we have also developed a
number of programs available to
the community which address
many of the issues related to
aging,
These programs include:
Strong Living, a weight training program for older
people
Aerobics of the Mind, a program designed to help
people improve their everyday memory,
Friend to Friend, a program designed to match
seniors in need with ne\N and interesting friends
Alzheimer's Educational Seminars and Support
Groups
Working Caregiver Solutions, a program which
enables employers to provide information about help
and services for working caregivers, and
Advance Directives Seminars, a free informational
program about the importance of Living Wills and
Durable Powers of Attorney.
Last year, The Homemakers supplemented more than
$219,000 of care to persons who could not afford the
cost of vital health care services they needed.
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Throuh Agency fundraising efforts more than $123,600
was raised toward providing this charity care.
The Homemakers Is Medicare/Medicaid certified,
accepts third part payments, private pay or \r\surar\ce
plans. Fees vary according to services provided, and
flexible payment plans are available for persons who
meet income guidelines.
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Great Bay American Red Cross
The Great Bay American Red Cross is a community sup-
ported nonprofit organization that serves the Seacoast
of New Hampshire. Our mission Is to assist those with
immediate emergency needs.
The Chapter was privileged to have 398 volunteers dedi-
cate their time and efforts to serving others with
emergency needs. Our volunteers worked in the office
and managed disaster relief missions both locally and
nationally, such as: Hurricane Katrina. They supported
emergency aid workers with food and water ana volun-
teered at various events to show their support for the
Red Cross and their commitment to serving our commu-
nity.
The fiscal year of 2005 to 2006 was a great success im-
plementing several health & safety measures forthe
Seacoast residents and nationwide. The following
classes were offered to interested participants to im-
prove public safety and disaster preparedness.
First Aid and Classes
1669 participants






In addition, the Chapter made 43 calls to assist with
fire disasters and provided services to 133 Military
Service personnel. The Blood Service Department was
actively involved In collecting 12,565 units of blood dur-
ing 234 Blood Drives.
We celebrated seven Heroes during our 2005 Heroes
Breakfast for their honorary acts. Our Red Tie Event
was a great success, promoting our mission and attract-
ing the community to celebrate the evening with dining,
dancing and entertainment. The Red Tie event supports
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the chapter in providing the above services to our com-
munity residents.
Our mission's motto Is " We Show Up At the Worst Pos-
sible Time". The Red Cross \s an American community
supported organization. Together, we are the Red Cross.
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Strafford Regional Planning Commission
Strafford Regional Planning Commission (SRPC), a politi-
cal subdivision of the State of New Hampshire, serves In
an advisory role to the Town of Lee and seventeen other
member communities. We provide professional planning
services to help officials, boards and citizens to manage
growth and facilitate regional collaborative efforts.
SkPCs professional staff offers a range of planning ser-
vices in transportation, land use, conservation, economic
development, downtown revitalization, and geographic
information systems (GIS) mapping and analysis. These
services are available in customized modes to meet the
diverse needs of the volunteers who are the foundation
of communities. Our member communities also have ac-
cess to additional SRPC educational resources including
our website, newsletter, "HOW TO" guides, workshops,
forums, and personalized training.
SRPC conducted the following projects and 'mlt'iatw/es
for Lee ir\ 2006:
Collaborated with the Lee Land Use Administrator on
conservation planning proposals.
Provided land use and natural resource maps and data
for Lee residents and businesses.
Wrote Hazard Mitigation Plan with Lee Town offi-
cials and volunteers
Facilitated Route 125 Corridor Study and Access
Management implementation with Lee town officials.
Collected traffic counts for major roads \r\ Lee.
Responded to inquiries of Lee residents for traffic,
population, and land use information.
SRPC also provided the following services to Lee and
other municipalities m 2006 including:
Secured local match to federal coastal and transpor-
tation funds for local and regional planning and con-
struction projects.
Mapped census and G1S data.
Developed and distributed NH Land Use planning
books.
Maintained websites for SRPC and the Seacoas^
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Metropolitan (Transportation) Planning Organiza-
tion.
We look forward to working with the citizens and
officials of Lee ir\ 2007. Thank you for the oppor-
tunity to serve you and for your continuing sup-
port of regional planning. Further questions or
comments can be referred to Cynthia Copeland,
AICP, Executive Director at cjc@strafford.org .
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IMPORTANT DATES, DEADLINES
AND WEBSITES
TOWN <& SCHOOL ELECTIONS:
Held on the 2nd Tuesday in March at the Mast Way
School. Polling hours are 8 am to 7 pm.
Tax Bills are mailed out around May and October.
Normally due July 1st and Dec. 1st.
Tax Abatement form: due by March 1st
Inventory Form: property inventory form due by April
15th, late form subject to penalty.
Tax Credit or Exemption Form: due by April 15th
(Includes Veteran's Tax Credit, Elderly, Blind,
and Serviceman's Disability.)
Tax Deferral Form for Elderly and Disabled.
Due March 1st.
Current Use Application Form: Due April 15th
Report of Wood or Timber cut: Due May 15th
Dogs must be licensed by April 30th \r\ order to avoid
penalties
MEETING SCHEDULE-Subject to change
SELECTMEN: Meet 2nd and 4th Mondays at 7:00 pm
PLANNING BOARD: Meet 2nd and 4th Wednesdays at
7:00 pm.
ZONING BOARD: Meet 4th Thursday at 7:00 pm.
Meetings are held upon applications.
194
LEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Meet 1st Tuesday in April, May, October and November
at 7:30 pm at Mast Way School. New members are
welcome
WATER RESOURCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
Meet 3rd Thursday of month at 7:30 pm in Town Hall
Annex. Meetings are open to public
RECREATION COMMISSION
Meet 1st Monday of month at 7:00 pm in the Town Hall
Annex. All are Welcome.
WEBSITES








POLICE/FIRE/AMBULANCE - Emergency Number 911
SELECTMEN 659-5414
Mon.-Tues-.Wed.A Fri. 8 am to 4 pm
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR 659-2964
Mon. 8 am to 6 pm-Wed.<& Fri. 8 am to 4 pm
CODE ENFORCEMENT 659-6783
PLANNING, ZONING, BUILDING INSPECTOR
Mon. through Fri. 8 am to 4 pm
Public hours 8:30 am to 2:30 pm
POLICE 659-5866
Mon. through Fri. 8 am to 4 pm
LEE FIRE DEPARTMENT 659-5411
Hours: 8 am to 5 am, Mon. through Fri.
Burn permits required, unless snow on ground.
To obtain a permit call during business hours.
LEE TRANSFER STATION 659-2239
Hours: 9 am to 6 pm, Tues. <& Thurs./8 am to 5 pm, Sat.
Mandatory Recycling- Use by permit only. Permits
available at Selectmen's Office/transfer station.
LEE PUBLIC LIBRARY 659-2626
Hours: Mon. A Wed. 12 to 8 pm/Tues. 3 pm to 8 pm
Thurs. <& Fri. 10 am to 5 pm/ Sat. 10 am to 3 pm
July <& August open 9 am to 12 noon on Saturdays
OYSTER RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT :
SAU Office 868-5100
Mast Way School 659-3001
Moharimet 742-2900
ORMS 868-2820
ORHS 868-2375
Transportation office 868-1610
